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A bstract
This dissertation studies connectivity for matroids and graphs. The main 
results generalize Tutte’s Wheels and Whirls Theorem and have numerous 
applications.
In Chapter 2, we prove two structural theorems for 3-connected matroids. An 
element e of a 3-connected matroid M  is essential if neither the deletion M \e  nor 
the contraction M /e  is 3-connected. Tutte’s Wheels and Whirls Theorem proves 
that the only 3-connected matroids in which every element is essential are the 
wheels and whirls. If M  is not a wheel or a whirl, we prove that the essential 
elements of M  can be partitioned into classes where two elements are in the same 
class if M  has a fan containing both. In particular, M  must have at least two 
non-essential elements. In the second structural theorem, we show that if M  has a 
fan with 2k or 2k + 1 elements for some k > 2, then M  can be obtained by sticking 
together a (k +  l)-spoked wheel and a certain 3-connected minor of M .
In Chapters 3 and 4, we characterize all 3-connected matroids whose set of 
non-essential elements has rank two. In particular, we completely determine all 
3-connected matroids with exactly two non-essential elements.
In Chapter 5, we derive some consequences of these results for the 3-connected 
binary matroids and graphs. We prove that there are exactly six classes of 3- 
connected binary matroids whose set of non-essential elements has rank two and 
we prove that there are exactly two classes of graphs, multi-dimensional wheels 
and twisted wheels, with exactly two non-essential edges.
In Chapter 6 , we use our first structural theorem to investigate the set of 
elements e in a 3-connected matroid M  such that the simplification of M /e is
v
3-connected. We get best-possible lower bounds on the number of such elements 
thereby improving a result which was derived by Cunningham and Seymour inde­
pendently. We also give some generalizations of the Wheels and Whirls Theorem 
and the Wheels Theorem.
C hapter 1 
In trod u ction  to  M atroids and G raphs
In this chapter, we will give a brief introduction to matroid theory and to those 
parts of graph theory that will be needed in this dissertation. For more detailed 
treatments, we refer the reader to Oxley [36] and Bondy and Murty [10].
1.1 M atro id  Axioms
A matroid M is an ordered pair (E , C) consisting of a finite set E  and a collection 
C of non-empty subset of E, called circuits, satisfying the following conditions:
(C l)  0 £ C .
(C2) If Ci and C2 are members of C and C\ C C2 , then C\ = C2 .
(C3) (Circuit elimination) If Ci and C2 are distinct members of C and e £ C\ ("IC2 , 
then there is a member C3 of C such that C3 C (C\ U C2) — e.
A circuit of size one is called a loop. If two elements form a circuit, then they 
are called parallel elements. A three-element circuit is called a triangle. The set 
consisting of a non-loop element e and all elements parallel to e is called a parallel 
class. A non-trivial parallel class is one with at least two elements. A matroid is 
simple if it has no loops and no non-trivial parallel classes.
A subset I  of E  is independent if it does not contain any circuit. In general, a 
collection X of subsets of E  is the set of independent sets of a matroid on E  if and 
only if the following conditions hold.
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(11) 0 e I.
(12) If I  G X and / '  C 7, then 7' G X.
(13) If 7i and 72 are in X and |7j| <  |72|, then there is an element e of 72 — I\ such 
that 7i U e G I .
Given a matroid on E, a maximal independent set is called a base. All bases 
have the same number of elements. In fact, for each subset S  of E, all maximal 
independent subsets of S  have the same cardinality, called the rank r(S) of S.  
The rank of M , denoted by r(M ), is the rank of the ground set E. The following 
theorem gives another axiom system for matroids.
(1.1.1) T heorem . Let E  be a finite set. A function r : 2E —>■ Z + U{0} is the rank 
function of a matroid M  on E  if and only if r satisfies the following conditions:
(R l)  If X  C E , then 0 <  r(X)  < |Ej.
(R2) If X C y ,  then r(X)  < r(Y).
(R3) If X  and Y  are subsets of E,  then r(X)  +  r{Y) > r ( X  U 7 ) +  r ( X  D Y).
For any base B  and any element e G E \B ,  the set B  U e contains a unique 
circuit, the fundamental circuit, C(e,B)  of e xuith respect to B.
Given a subset X  of E, we define the closure of X  to be
cl(A) =  {e G  E  : r (X  U e) =  r{X)}.
A set X  is closed or a flat if cl(JA) =  X .  A flat of rank r(M)  — 1 is called a 
hyperplane. We say X  spans the matroid M  if r(X)  = r(M).  Clearly 7-(cl(X)) = 
r(X)  for all subsets X  of E.
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(1.1.2) Theorem. (Strong circuit elimination) If C\  and C2 are circuits of a 
matroid M,  e E C\ fl C2 , and /  E C\ — C2 , then there is a circuit C3 such that 
/  G C3 C {Cx U C2) -  e.
1.2 Duality
Duality plays a very important role in matroid theory. Let M  be a matroid 
with ground set E  having B(M)  as its set of bases. Then B*(M) — {E ( M ) — B  : 
B  E B( M) }  is the set of bases of a matroid M* on E. We call this matroid the 
dual matroid of M . Clearly, (M*)* = M.
The bases, circuits, and hyperplanes of M* are called cobases, cocircuits, and 
cohyperplanes of M, respectively. One can define cospanning sets and coindepen­
dent sets similarly. A loop of M* is called a coloop of M, and a triangle of M* 
is called a triad of M. A series class of M  is a parallel class of M * . Clearly, 
r(M*)  =  12?| — r(M).  In fact, we have the following:
(1.2.1) Theorem. Let X  and Y  be subsets of the ground set E  of a matroid M.  
Then
(i) r*(X) = \X\ + r(E -  X)  -  r(M);
(ii) r(X)  + r(Y)  -  r(M) = r*(X)  +  r*(T) -  r*(M) = r(X)  +  r*(X) -  \X\.
The following property, referred to as orthogonality, will be used frequently.
(1.2.2) Theorem. Let C be a circuit and C* be a cocircuit of a matroid M. 
Then |C n C * | ^  1.
(1.2.3) Theorem. Let M  be a matroid on a set E  and suppose X  C  E. Then
(i) X  is independent if and only if E — X  is cospanning;
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(ii) X  is spanning if and only if E  — X  is coindependent;
(iii) X  is a hyperplane if and only if E  — X  is a cocircuit; and
(iv) X  is a circuit if and only if E  — X  is a cohyperplane.
1.3 M inors
Let X  be a subset of a matroid M  whose rank is r. Then the deletion of X  
from M, denoted by M \ X ,  is defined to be the matroid whose ground set is E  — X  
and whose rank function t m \ x  is defined by t m \ x { X )  =  r (Y),  f°r all Y C  E  — X.
The contraction of X  from M , denoted by M /X , is equal to (M*\X)*.  We
can easily deduce that t m / x { Z )  = r(Z  U X)  — r ( Z ) for all Z  C  E — X.  If, for
some disjoint subsets X  and Y of E , the matroid N  =  M \ X / Y ,  then N  is called 
a minor of M . If X  U Y 0, then N  is called a proper minor of M.
(1.3.1) T heorem . Let M  — (E, C) be a matroid and X  be a subset of E.  Then
(i) C( M\ X)  = { C C E - X  : C e  C(M)};
(ii) C( M/ X)  is the collection of minimal non-empty members of [C — X  : C €
C(M)}.
(1.3.1) T heorem . Let T\ and T2 be disjoint subsets of E(M).  Then
(i) (M \T i )\T 2 = M \(T i U T2) =  (M \T2)\Ti;
(ii) (M /T ,)/T 2 = M / (Tj U T2) =  (M /T2)/Ti;
(iii) (M \T 1)/T 2 =  (M/T2 )\T 1.
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1.4 Graphs and Graphic M atroids
For the definition of a graph and basic concepts such as cycles, paths, trees, 
and subgraphs, we refer the reader to Bondy and Murty [10]. Let G =  (V , E) be a 
graph. G is connected if any two vertices are connected by a path. The maximal 
connected subgraphs are called components. We shall use o>(G) to denote the 
number of components of G. If X  is a set of edges in a graph G, we shall denote 
by G \X  the subgraph of G obtained by deleting all the edges in X .  If G \X  has 
more connected components than G, we shall call X  an edge cut of G. An edge e 
such that {e} is an edge cut is called a cut-edge. A minimal edge cut will be called 
a cocycle or a bond. A triad in a simple graph is a cocycle of size three such that 
these three edges share a common vertex of degree three.
Let G = (V (G), E{G))  be a graph and C be the collection of edge sets of cycles 
of G. Then C is the set of circuits of a matroid on E. This matroid is called 
the cycle matroid of G. It is denoted by M(G).  Clearly the rank of M(G) is 
|V(G)| — u>(G). If G is connected, then r(M(G))  =  ^ (G )! — 1. A set of edges is 
independent if and only if the subgraph induced by X  is a forest.
We will denote the dual of the cycle matroid of a graph G by M*(G). It is 
called the bond matroid or cocycle matroid of G.
A matroid that is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a graph is called graphic. 
If a matroid is isomorphic to the bond matroid of some graph, then it is called 
cographic.
(1.4.1) T heorem . Let G be a graph. Then M*(G) is graphic if and only if G is 
planar.
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If e is an edge of a graph G, then G/e, the contraction of e from G, is obtained 
from G by deleting e and identifying its ends. Repeating this process for all edges 
in a subset T  of E{G)  gives the graph G/T.
(1.4.2) T heorem . Let T  be a subset of the edge set of a graph G. Then
(i) M (G \T ) = M (G )\T .
(ii) M( G) / T  — M(G/ T) .
1.5 C onnectiv ity  for G rap h s  and  M atro ids
If G is a connected graph that has at least one pair of distinct non-adjacent 
vertices, then the connectivity k(G) is the smallest j  for which G has a j-element 
vertex-cut. If G is connected, but has no pair of distinct non-adjacent vertices, 
then we take k(G) to be |V(G)| — 1. Finally, if G is not connected, we let k(G) =  0. 
If A; is a positive integer, G is said to be k —connected if k(G) >  k.
We now define matroid connectivity. Let M  be a matroid with rank function 
tm and let A; be a positive integer. A partition {X , Y }  of E(M)  is a k —separation 
if
(i) m in{\X \, |T |} > k; and
(ii) r(X)  + r(Y) -  r(M) < k - l .
When equality occurs in (ii), we call {X,  Y} an exact k —separation. M  is 
n —connected for an integer n > 2 if M  has no A;—separation for any k < n. If M  
has a A;—separation for some k, then the connectivity A(M) is m in{n : M  has an 
n-separation}; otherwise, we take A(M) to be oo.
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A matroid M  is minimally k-connected if M  is A:—connected and, for every 
element e in E(M) ,  M \e  is not /c—connected.
A matroid is connected if and only if it is 2-connected. The next theorem is a 
direct consequence of Theorem 1.2.1.
(1.5.1) Theorem. A matroid is n —connected if and only if its dual M* is also 
n—connected.
The next four theorems, which can be found in Oxley [36], will be used fre­
quently.
(1.5.2) Theorem. If M  is an n-connected matroid and \E(M)\ > 2(n — 1), then 
all circuits and all cocircuits of M  have at least n elements.
(1.5.3) Theorem. Let M  be an n —connected matroid having at least 2n — 1 
elements. Then M  has no n —element subset which is both a circuit and a cocircuit. 
In particular, a 3-connected matroid with at least five elements has no triangle 
which is also a triad.
(1.5.4) Theorem. Let M  and N  be matroids such that M \ e  = N.  Suppose that 
N  is n-connected but M  is not. Then either e is a loop of M, or M  has a circuit 
that contains e and has fewer than n elements.
(1.5.5) Theorem. Let {A", Y}  be a ^-separation of a matroid M  and suppose 
that |y| >  fc + 1. Then either Y  is both a flat and coflat of M,  or, for some element 
e of Y , { X  U e, Y  — e} is a /^-separation of M.
The next result is a corollary of Theorem 1.5.2.
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(1.5.6) Corollary. Let {X, Y} be a k—separation of a k —connected matroid and 
suppose that |X | =  k. Then X  is either a coindependent circuit or an independent 
cocircuit.
(1.5.7) T heorem . (Oxley [26]) Let n > 2. Suppose that x  and y are distinct 
elements of an n —connected matroid M  where \E(M)\  >  2(n — 1). Assume that 
M /x \ y  is n —connected but M \ x  is not. Then M  has a cocircuit of size n containing 
both x  and y.
The following important theorem is due to Tutte [52].
(1.5.8) T heorem . Let M  be a 2-connected matroid and e be an element of 
E(M).  If M \e  is not 2-connected, then M /e is 2-connected.
There is no exact generalization of Theorem 1.5.8 for 3-connected matroids. 
But Bixby [7] did prove an analogue of this theorem for such matroids. To simplify 
a matroid means to delete all loops and all but one element from each parallel class. 
To cosimplify is to contract all coloops and all but one element from each series 
class. We use M  and M to denote, respectively, the simplified and cosimplified 
matroids obtained from M.
(1.5.9) T heorem . Let M  be a 3-connected matroid and e be an element of M. 
Then either M \e  or M /e has no minimal 2-separations. Moreover, M \e or M /e 
is 3-connected.
One of the most important results in matroid connectivity is the following 
theorem, which is often referred to as Tutte’s Triangle Lemma.
(1.5.10) Lemm a. (Tutte [52]) Let M be a 3-connected matroid having at least 
four elements and suppose that {e, / ,  g} is a triangle of M such that neither M \e
9
nor M \ f  is 3-connected. Then M  has a triad that contains e and exactly one of 
/  and g.
The next important result, which is also due to Tutte [52], can be deduced from 
Theorem 1.5.9.
(1.5.11) T heorem . Let M  be a 3-connected matroid and e be an element of M  
such that neither M \e  nor M /e is 3-connected. Then e is in a triangle or a triad 
of M.
In general, n-connectedness of a graph does not coincide with 
n —connectedness of its cycle matroid. But, for n =  2 and n = 3, we have the 
following results.
(1.5.12) T heorem . Let G be a loopless connected graph with at least three 
vertices. Then G is 2-connected if and only if M(G)  is 2 -connected.
(1.5.13) T heorem . Let G be a simple graph with at least four vertices, then G 
is 3-connected if and only if M(G)  is 3-connected.
The notion of vertical n —connectedness for matroids does coincide with 
n —connectedness for graphs. This concept was independently introduced by Inukai 
and Weinberg [22], Cunningham [16], and Oxley [28]. Using it, we can get similar 
results to Theorems 1.5.12 and 1.5.13.
For a positive integer k , we say that a matroid M  is vertically k —separated if 
there is a partition {X, T} of E(M)  such that
(i) mi n{r(X) , r (Y) }  > k\ and
(ii) r (X)  +  r(Y)  — r(M) < k — 1.
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A matroid M  is vertically n —connected if M  has no vertical k —separation for 
any k < n. Clearly, a k—connected matroid is also vertically connected. The 
following theorem was proved in all three papers mentioned above.
(1.5.14) T heorem . Let G be a simple connected graph and suppose that n < 
\V (G)| — 1. Then G is n —connected if and only if M(G)  is vertically n —connected.
1.6 T h e  W heels an d  W hirls  T heorem
Let n be an integer greater than one. The wheel W n of rank n is a graph having 
n +1  vertices, n of which lie on a cycle (the rim); the remaining vertex (the hub) is 
joined by a single edge (a spoke) to each of the other vertices (see Figure 1.1). The 
rank-?* whirl W" is the matroid on E (W n) having as its circuits all cycles of W n 
other than the rim as well as all sets of edges formed by adding a single spoke to the 
edge set of the rim. We will refer to the cycle matroid of a wheel as just a wheel. 
The term ”rim” and ’’spoke” will be applied in the obvious way in both M (W n) 
and LV". The smallest 3-connected whirl is W 2; the smallest 3-connected wheel 
is M{Wz)i  which is isomorphic to M(/C4). By contrast with 3-connected wheels 
and whirls of larger rank, in M(Ws)  and W 2, we cannot distinguish rim elements 
from spokes by looking just at the matroid. In these two cases, we arbitrarily 
designate a 3-element circuit and a 2-element set, respectively, as the rim with 
the complementary set being the set of spokes.
The following is one of the crucial ideas in this dissertation. An element e 
in a 3-connected matroid M  is essential if neither M /e nor M \e  is 3-connected. 
Clearly, all wheels and all whirls of rank at least three are 3-connected having 
every element essential. An edge e in a simple 3-connected graph G is essential if 
neither G \e  nor G /e  is both simple and 3-connected.
11
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F igure  1.1.
An element e in a 3-connected matroid M  is contractible if M /e  is 3-connected; 
e is deletable if M \e  is 3-connected. An element e is vertically contractible if M /e  
is vertically 3-connected; and e is vertically deletable if M \e  is 3-connected. An 
edge e in a 3-connected graph is contractible if G je  is still 3-connected.
The following is the most important result in matroid connectivity.
(1.6.1) T he W heels an d  W hirls  T heorem  (Tutte [52]) The following state­
ments are equivalent for a 3-connected matroid M .
(i) For every element e of M , neither the deletion nor the contraction of e from
M  is 3-connected.
(ii) M  has rank at least three and is isomorphic to a wheel or a whirl.
The following results are just restatements of the Wheels and Whirls Theorem.
(1.6.2) Corollary. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid with at least one element.
If M  is not a wheel or a whirl, then M  has at least one non-essential element.
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(1.6.3) Corollary. Let M  be a minimally 3-connected matroid with at least one 
element. If M  is not a wheel or a whirl, then M  has at least one contractible 
element.
The next result, which is known as the Wheels Theorem, was also proved by 
Tutte [51].
(1.6.4) T heorem . Let G be a simple 3-connected graph with at least four ver­
tices. Then every edge is essential if and only if G is a wheel.
(1.6.5) C orollary. Let G be a simple 3-connected graph with at least four vertices 
and suppose that G is not a wheel. Then G has at least one edge e such that Gje 
is both simple and 3-connected.
In Chapter 2, we will prove a structural theorem. It will give several general­
izations of both the Wheels and Whirls Theorem and the Wheels Theorem.
1.7 R ep resen tab le  an d  U niform  M atro ids
Let E  be the set of columns labels of an m  x n matrix A  over a field F. Suppose 
1  is the set of subsets X  of E  for which the multi-set of columns labelled by X  is 
linearly independent in the vector space V (m, F ). Then X is the set of independent 
sets of a matroid on E. We will use M[A] to denote this matroid. If M  =  M[A], 
then M  is representable over F, or F-representable. It is well known that a graphic 
matroid is representable over every field.
A matroid is binary if it is representable over GF(2), the field of two elements. 
M  is ternary if it is representable over GF(3). A matroid is regular if it is both 
binary and ternary.
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(1.7.1) T heorem . Let M  be a matroid. Then the following statements are 
equivalent:
(i) M  is binary.
(ii) If C is a circuit and C* is a cocircuit, then |C fl C*| is even.
(iii) If Ci and C2 are circuits, then the symmetric difference C1AC2 is a disjoint 
union of circuits.
Let E  be a set having n elements and let r be an integer with 0 < r < n. Let 
1  be the collection of subsets of E  of size at most r. Then X  is the collection of 
independent sets of a matroid on E. This matroid is called the uniform matroid 
on E  of rank r, and is denoted by l/r,n. The next result was proved by Inukai and 
Weinberg [21],
(1.7.2) T heorem . The connectivity of the uniform matroid l/r,n is as follows:
A (Ur,n) =
r +  1 if n >  2r +  2; 
n — r +  1 if n < 2r — 2; 
0 0  otherwise.
The 3-connected matroids on at most five elements are £/0,o, ^o,i, C/1,1, C/1,2 , C/1,3 , 
f/2,3 , 1/ 2,4 , C/2,5 , and 1/ 3,5 . Of these matroids, C/2,4 is the smallest non-binary one. In 
fact, we have the following result due to Tutte [50].
(1.7.3) T heorem . A matroid is binary if and only if it has no 1/2,4-minor.
1.8 C on stru c tio n s
Let M\ — (Ei,C(Mi)),  and M 2 =  (Ei ,C(M2 )) be two matroids with ^
0. Suppose pi G  Ei  and P2 G  E2 and p £ Ei  U E2. Suppose neither pi nor P2 is
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a loop or coloop of M\ or M2. Then the series connection 5((M i;pi), (M2;p2)) 
of Mi and M2 with respect to the basepoints pi and p2 (Brylawski [11]) is the 
matroid on (E\ — Pi) U (E2 — p2) Up whose circuit set Cs = C(Mi\pi)  UC(M2\p 2) U 
{(Ci ~Pi )  U (C2 — p2) Up : pi £ Ci £ C(Mi) for  i = 1,2}.
On the other hand, we can define the parallel connection P ((M i;pi), (M2;p2)) 
of Mi and M 2 with respect to the basepoints pi and p2 as the matroid whose circuit 
set CP -  C (M i\p i)U {(C i-p i)U p  :p\ £ C\ £ C(Mi)} UC(M2\p 2) U {{C2- p 2) Up : 
p2 £  C2 £  C(M2)} U { ( C i  — pi) U (C2 — p2) : p,- £  Ci £  C{Mf) for  i — 1,2}.
It is often convenient to view S(M\ ,  M2) and P (M i,M 2) as being formed from 
two matroids Mi and M2 whose ground sets meet in a single element p. This is 
done by replacing pi and p2 by p in the definition. Again, we assume that p is 
neither a loop nor a coloop of Mi and M2.
(1.8.1) Theorem. If matroids Mi and M2 each have at least two elements and 
E{M\)  n  E( M2) =  {p}, then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Both Mi and M2 are connected.
(ii) P (M i,M 2) is connected.
(iii) S (Mi, M2) is connected.
Let Mi and M2 be matroids on E\ and E2 where E\ fl E2 = 0. The direct sum 
M\ © M2 is the matroid on E\ U E2 whose circuit set is C(M\)  U C(M2).
(1.8.2) Theorem. Let p be an element of a connected matroid M.
(i) If M \p  = Mi © M2 where both M\  and M2 are nonempty, then
M  =  S { M / E ( M i ) , M / E ( M 2)).
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(ii) If M/ p  — M\  © M2 where both M\  and M2 are nonempty, then
M  =  P ( M \ E ( M i ) , M \ E ( M 2)).
Let X  and Y  be flats in a matroid M.  Then (X, Y)  is a modular pair of flats if
r(X)  + r(Y) = r ( X  U Y)  +  r ( X  n  Y).
If X  is a flat of M  such that (X,  Y)  is a modular pair for all flats Y,  then X  is 
called a modular flat of M. For example, a triangle is always a modular flat in a 
simple binary matroid.
Let Mi and M2 be matroids such that M i\T  =  M2|T, where T  = E(Mi )  Pi 
E{M2). Let N  =  M i\T  and suppose that IV is a modular flat of the matroid Mi. 
The generalized parallel connection P^(Mi ,  M 2) of Mi  and M2 across N  is the 
matroid on E ( M i ) UE(M2) whose flats are those subsets X  of E ( M i ) UE( M2) such 
that X  fl E(Mi)  is a flat of Mi, and X  fl E( M2) is a flat of M2. This construction 
was introduced by Brylawski [12] when Mi and M2 are simple matroids, but it 
extends easily to the more general case considered above. Brylawski identified 
numerous attractive properties of the construction. When |T| =  1, PN(M\, Mfl) is 
just the parallel connection P (M i,M 2) of Mi and M2.
One special case of the generalized parallel connection will be of particular 
importance here. Let iV be a triangle A in both Mi  and M 2 and suppose that A 
is a modular flat of Mi. In this case, we shall write Pa (M i,M 2) for Pn (Mi , M2). 
Since every triangle is a modular flat in a simple binary matroid, if M i is binary, 
then Pa (M i,M 2) is certainly well-defined.
Perhaps the best-known instance of this operation occurs when both Mi and 
M2 are binary. For example, let Gi and G’2 be graphs whose sets of edge labels 
are disjoint except that each has a triangle A whose edges are labelled by e, / ,
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and g. If G  is the graph that is obtained by identifying these triangles so that 
edges with the same labels coincide, then the cycle matroid of G  is precisely the 
matroid P ^ ( M ( G y ) , M ( G 2)) .  We remark here that the graph G \ { e , f , g }  is what 
Robertson and Seymour [43] call the 3-sum  of G i  and G 2.
The following theorem summarizes some basic properties of the generalized 
parallel connection. For the proofs, we refer to Brylawski [12].
(1.8.3) T heorem . The generalized parallel connection has the following 
properties:
(i) P N ( M l , M 2) \ E l =  My  and P N ( M y , M 2) \ E 2 =  M 2.
(ii) If e e E x - T ,  then P N ( M u M 2) \ e  =  P N ( M y \ e , M 2).
(iii) If e G Ey  — cli(T), then P N ( M y , M 2) / e  =  P N ( M y / e , M 2).
(iv) If e  G  E 2 — T, then P ^ { M y , M 2) \ e  =  P ^ ( M y ,  M 2 \ e ) .
(v) If e G E 2 — cl2(T), then P N ( M y , M 2) / e  = PJV(M1, M2/e).
(vi) If e G T ,  then P N ( My ,  M 2) / e  =  P N/ e ( M y / e , M 2/ e ) .
(vii) P N ( M y , M 2) / T  =  (M y / T ) ©  (M2/T).
(viii) For every flat F  of Pyv(Mi,M2),
r(F) = r(F D E ( M y ) )  + r(F fl E { M 2)) -  r{F n T).
The following theorem, due to Brylawski [12], will be used frequently in later 
chapters.
(1.8.4) T heorem . The following statements hold:
(i) P;v (M |, M 2) is binary if and only if both My  and M 2 are binary;
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(ii) Pat (Mi, M2) is graphic if and only if both Mi and M2 are graphic; and
(iii) Pn (Mi , M 2) is regular if and only if both Mi and M2 are regular.
C hapter 2 
T w o Structural T heorem s
2.1 Introduction
Tutte’s Wheels and Whirls Theorem (1.6.1) characterizes those 3-connected 
matroids in which no element is non-essential. This theorem has had a very strong 
influence on the development of a large body of theory for 3-connected matroids 
(see, for example, [1-4, 7-9, 14-16, 19, 26, 29, 31-34, 47]). Moreover, a number 
of authors have generalized the theorem in various ways (see, for example, [23, 25, 
27, 35, 44, 46-49]). In this chapter, we shall study the structure of 3-connected 
matroids and graphs. We will prove two structural theorems. As a consequence 
of the first structural theorem, we show, for example, that a 3-connected matroid 
cannot have exactly one non-essential element; and, in Chapters 3 and 4, we deter­
mine all 3-connected matroids such that the set of non-essential elements has rank 
two. We first prove a result that describes the local structure about an essential 
element in a 3-connected matroid. Part of this structure, was determined by Tutte 
[52] in Theorem 1.5.11.
Our first structure theorem generalizes this result by showing that every essen­
tial element in a 3-connected matroid M  is in a submatroid of M  which can be 
viewed as a maximal partial wheel and which we call a fan. Our second structure 
theorem describes how to break off such a partial wheel from M  to leave a smaller 
3-connected matroid with at most one new non-essential element.
The rest of this section will be devoted to introducing some terminology and 
basic results needed to state the two main theorems. These statements, (2.1.7) 
and (2.1.9), appear towards the end of the section. Section 2.2 contains a number
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of properties of 3-connected matroids that are needed in the proofs of the main 
theorems. These proofs appear in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The main results have 
several important applications which will be discussed from Chapter 3 to Chapter 
6 . In particular, these results can immediately be applied to give basic structural 
information for 3-connected simple graphs.
A fundamental concept in the statement of our main results is that of a chain of 
triangles and triads [37]. Let T\, T2, . . . ,  T*, be a non-empty sequence of sets each of 
which is a triangle or a triad of a matroid M  such that, for all i in {1 , 2 , . . . ,  k — 1 },
(2.1.1) exactly one of TJ and Ti+ 1 is a triangle;
(2.1.2) \Ti fl 7f+1| = 2; and
(2.1.3) (Ti+ 1 -  Ti) n  (7\ U T2 U . . .  U T{) is empty.
Then we call Ti,T 2 , . . .  ,7), a chain of M  of length k with links T\ ,T 2 , . . .  ,71.. 
Evidently Ti,T2, . . .  ,7* is a chain of M  if and only if it is a chain of M*.
The next lemma can be proved by a straightforward induction argument using 
orthogonality.
(2.1.4) Lem m a. Let Ti,T2 , . . .  ,7*, be a chain in a matroid M.  Then M  has 
k +  2  distinct elements a i , a2, . . .  ,flfc+2 such that Ti — {«;, a,-+i,ai+2} for all i in 
{1 , 2 , . . . ,  k}.
In this chapter, we shall be concentrating on 3-connected matroids. The fol­
lowing lemma is a corollary of Theorem 1.5.3.
(2.1.5) Lem m a. The only 3-connected matroid that has a triangle which is also 
a triad is 1/2,4 .
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It is immediate from this that, in a 3-connected matroid M  with at least five 
elements, condition (2 .1 .1 ) in the definition of a chain is redundant.
Much of our interest here is in maximal chains in 3-connected matroids. The 
following extension of Tutte’s Wheels and Whirls Theorem shows that such a chain 
has non-essential elements at both ends. The proof of this result, which extends 
Tutte’s proof, will be delayed until Section 2.3.
(2.1.6) Lem m a. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid with at least four elements 
and suppose that M  is not a wheel or a whirl. Let Ti,T 2 , . . . , T* be a maximal 
chain in M.  Then the elements of T\ U T2 U . . .  U Tk can be labelled so that neither 
ai nor a^ + 2  is essential where T) = (a,-, a,-+i, a,+2 } f°r all *'•
Although chains can certainly occur in both non-graphic and graphic matroids, 
we follow Tutte [52] in keeping track of the triangles and triads in a chain by 
using graphs as in Figure 2.1. In each case, the chain is T i,7 2 , . . .  ,7*, where 
Ti — {a,, a,+1 , 0 ,4.2 }. In (a), k is odd and T\ is a triangle, hence Tf. is also a 
triangle; in (b), k is odd and T\ is a triad, hence Tk is also a triad; in (c), k is 
even, T\ is a triangle and Tk is a triad. The remaining case, when k is even, T\ is a 
triad, and Tk is a triangle, is, up to relabelling, the same as (c). In each of (a)-(c), 
every triangle in the graph is a triangle in the chain, while the triads in the chain 
correspond to circled vertices.
Now suppose that Ti,T2 , . . .  , T*. is a maximal chain of a 3-connected matroid 
M  where M  is not a wheel or a whirl. We call this maximal chain a fan of M  with 
links Ti, T2 , . . . ,  Tfc. Let 7} =  {«;, «i+i? Oi+2 } for all i. Then {«1, a2, . . . ,  cik+2 } is the 











For k > 2, Lemma 2.1.6 implies that there are exactly two non-essential ele­
ments in T\ U T2 U . . .  U Tf,, namely a\ and a*.+2 , for each of 0 2 , <23, . . . ,  â .+i is in 
both a triangle and a triad. We call a\ and a*.+ 2 the en( ŝ of the fan. When k = 1, 
the fan has 7\ as its ground set and contains either two or three non-essential 
elements of M.  In the first case, we take the ends of the fan to be the non-essential 
elements in Ti; in the second case, we arbitrarily choose two of the elements of
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Ti to be the ends of the fan. Figure 2.1 (a), (b), and (c) show the three types 
of chains. Maximal chains of these three types will be called type-1, type-2, and 
type-3 fans, respectively. In the figure, the non-essential elements of these fans 
have been marked in bold. Two fans are equal if they have the same sets of links. 
In Figure 2.1 (a), the elements a%, <25, . . . ,  a*, are called the internal spokes of the 
type-1 fan. In Figure 2.1 (c), the elements a$, a*,,. . . ,  ak-x are called the inter­
nal spokes of the type-3 fan. One can define the internal spokes of a type- 2  fan 
similarly. If a fan has no internal spokes, then it is called a trivial fan.
The next result, one of the two main theorems of this chapter, extends Theorem 
1.5.11 by giving more detailed information concerning the structure around an 
essential element in a 3-connected matroid. The proof of this theorem will be 
given in Section 2.3.
(2.1.7) T heorem . Let M  be a 3-connected matroid which is not a wheel or a 
whirl. Suppose that e is an essential element of M.  Then e is in a fan, both ends 
of which are non-essential. Moreover, this fan is unique unless
(a) every fan containing e consists of a single triangle and any two such triangles
meet in {e};
(b) every fan containing e consists of a single triad and any two such triads meet
in {e};
(c) e is in exactly three fans; these three fans are of the same type, each has five
elements, together they contain a total of six elements; and, depending on 
whether these fans are of type- 1  or type-2 , the restriction or contraction, 
respectively, of M  to this set of six elements is isomorphic to M{K/f).
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This theorem implies that the fans in a 3-connected matroid other than a wheel 
or whirl induce a partition of the set of essential elements.
(2.1.8) Corollary. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid which is not a wheel or a 
whirl. Then there is a partition of the set of essential elements of M  such that 
two elements are in the same class if and only if there is a fan whose ground set 
contains both.
Given a fan with at least five elements in a 3-connected matroid M, the second 
main result in this chapter describes how M  can be constructed by sticking together 
a wheel and a certain 3-connected minor of M  by generalized parallel connection. 
The proof of this theorem will be delayed until Section 2.4.
(2.1.9) Theorem. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid and suppose that, for 
some non-negative integer n, the sequence {y0, 2/r}, {-To, Z/i>^i}, {*/i,aq, 3/2}, ■ ■ •, 
{yn, %n, Vn+i} is a chain in M  in which {3/o>̂ o>Z/i} is a triangle. Then
M  = PAl( M( Wn+2 ) ,Mi ) \ z
where Ai =  {yo, Un+i, z}', LVn+2 is labelled as in Figure 2.2; and M\  is obtained from 
the matroid M / x 0, aq, . . . ,  .r„_i\yi, y2, ■.., yn by relabelling x n as z. Moreover, 
either
(i) M\  is 3-connected; or
(ii) z is in a unique 2-circuit {z,h)  of Mi, and M \ \ z  is 3-connected.
In the latter case,
M  = PA2(M(Wn+2),M 2)
where A2 = {yo,yn+i, h}', Wn+2 is labelled as in Figure 2.2 with z relabelled as h; 
and M2 is M t\z,  which equals M \ x 0 , x u . .. , x n,y i , y2, ..
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An immediate consequence of this theorem is that the restriction of M  to 
{xo, aq, . . . ,  xn, yo, 2/1, . . . ,  yn+1}, the ground set of the chain, is equal to the cycle 
matroid of the graph shown in Figure 2.2 with the edge 2 deleted.
In Section 2.4, we shall describe how the essential elements behave when a 
wheel is broken off as above. In particular, we shall show that, for i in {1,2}, if 





The purpose of this section is to present a number of results for 3-connected 
matroids that will be used in the proofs of the main results to be given in Sections
2.3 and 2.4.
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We begin with a known result that is stated explicitly by Seymour [44], though 
it is also implicit in Tutte’s proof of the Wheels and Whirls Theorem [52],
(2.2.1) Lemma. For some n >  2, let (ei, e2, . . .  ,en} and {/i, / 2, . . . ,  /„} be 
disjoint subsets of the ground set of a connected matroid M.  Suppose that, for all 
i in {1 , 2 , . . . ,  n}, {e,, /*, ei+i} is a triangle and {/,-, e,-+i, /,+i} is a triad, where all 
subscripts are read modulo n. Then E(M)  =  {ei, / i ,  e2, / 2, • • •, e„, /„} and M  is 
isomorphic to M ( W n) or W n.
In the last lemma, the hypothesis that {e„, / n, ei} is a triangle can be eliminated 
if we know, for example, that M  is 3-connected.
(2.2.2) Lemma. For some n >  2, let {ei, e2, . . .  ,e„} and {/i, / 2, . . . ,  /„} be 
disjoint subsets X  and Y  of the ground set of a 3-connected matroid M.  Suppose 
that, for all * in {1,2, . . . ,  n — 1} and all j  in {1,2, . . . ,  n}, {e;, /,-, e,+i} is a triangle 
and { f j , e j+i , f j +i} is a triad, where all subscripts are read modulo n. Then M  is 
isomorphic to M ( W n) or >Vn.
P roof. Clearly r (X  U Y)  <  r(X)  +  1 =  n +  1, and r*(X U Y)  < |T | =  n. Hence
r (X  U F ) +  r*(X U 7 ) -  \X U Y\ < 1,
that is,
r (X  U Y)  + r(E(M) - ( X U  Y)) -  r(M) < 1.
Since M  is 3-connected, it follows that \E(M)  -  ( I  U b ) | <  1. We now 
distinguish two cases:
(i) |E(M)  -  ( X u y ) |  =  1; and
(ii) E(M)  = X U  Y.
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In case (i), let E(M)  — ( X  U Y)  = {d}. Since Y  spans E(M)  — d in M* 
and M* is connected, Y  spans M*. Also, since all of {e\, / i ,  6 2}, {e2 , / 2 , 6 3 }, . . . ,  
{e„_i, /„_i, en} are cocircuits of M*, and Y  meets each of these cocircuits in a 
single element, Y  is independent in M*. Thus Y  is a basis of M*.  Let C* be 
the fundamental circuit of d with respect to this basis of M*.  By orthogonality, 
C* C {d, /„}. This is a contradiction since M  is 3-connected having at least four 
elements.
In case (ii), X  spans E(M)  — f n in M.  Hence X  spans M.  Moreover, X  is 
independent in M  since it meets each of the n triads of the hypothesis in a single 
element. Thus X  is a basis of M.  Let C  be the fundamental circuit of /„  with 
respect to this basis. Then C C X  U /„. By orthogonality with the n known 
triads, we deduce that none of e2 , e3 , . . . ,  e„_i is in C. Hence C C {en,/„ ,e i} . 
Since |C| > 3, we conclude that C =  {e„,/„,ei}. It now follows by Lemma 2.2.1 
that M  is isomorphic to M(W„) or W n. □
The next result is another variant of Lemma 2.2.1. It will be used very fre­
quently in later chapters.
(2.2.3) Lem m a. Let M  be a simple matroid. Suppose that E(M)  — {.t0, yo,X\,
2/1, . . .  ,£,i+i, 2/n+i}- Then M  is isomorphic to M ( W n+2) or W n+2 if one of the
following holds:
(») {yo,x0 ,yi},  { xo , y i , x i } , . . . , { yn, x n,yn+i}, {xn,yn+u x n+i} is a chain in Af; or
(ii) (a) for all i in {0 , 1 , . . . , n +  1 }, {y;,aq,y,+i} is a triangle, where all sub­
scripts are read modulo 71 +  2 ; and (b) for some j  with 1 <  j  < n, the set 
{xi, yi+i , x i+i} is a triad for all i in ( 0 , 1 , . . . ,  j  — l , j  + 1 , . . . ,  n).
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Proof. The proof of (ii) is similar to that of (i). Thus we will only prove (i) 
here. Since the chain has an even number of links, we may assume that the first 
link is a triangle. Thus {a;,, y1+i,x ,+i} is a triad of M  for all i in {0,1, . . . ,  n}. 
Since each of yi ,y 2 , . . .  , yn+i is in exactly one of these triads and M  is simple, 
it follows that {yo, 2/ii ■ ■ •, 2/n+i} is independent in M.  As this set clearly spans 
E(M)  — {xn+i} and xn+i is not a coloop of M,  we deduce that {yo, y i , . . . ,  yn+1} 
is a basis of M.  Consider the fundamental circuit of x n+i with respect to this 
basis. By orthogonality and the simplicity of M, it follows that this circuit is 
{2/n+li %n+li 2/o}-
Now {2/1, 2/21 • • •, 2/n-fi} spans a hyperplane of M  that also contains all of ar1? 
X2 , . . . , x n but avoids 7/0 and hence avoids ro and x n+i. Thus {2/0 , xq, a:n+i} is a 
triad of M  and the lemma follows by Lemma 2.2.1. □
Now we show that a C/2, ̂ -restriction of a 3-connected matroid avoids all essen­
tial elements of the matroid.
(2.2.4) Lemma. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid. If X  C E(M)  and M \ X  = 
1/ 2,41 then no element of X  is essential in M.
Proof. Suppose that some element x  of X  is essential in M.  Then M \ x  has a 2- 
separation {S', T}. Without loss of generality, we may assume that |S n (X —,r)| >  2. 
Then {S  U x , T}  is a 2-separation of M; a contradiction. □
The next three results in this section concern connectivity. The first theorem, 
which is due to Oxley and Wu [38], will be used frequently in this dissertation. 
It generalizes the corresponding results for 2-connected matroids and n-connected 
graphs for n > 2.
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(2.2.5) Theorem. Let n be an integer exceeding one and M  be a matroid having 
no circuits with fewer than n elements. If M \ X  and M \ Y  are n-connected and 
|cl(X) fl cl(y)| >  n — 1, then M \ ( X  U Y)  is n-connected.
Proof. It suffices to show that M  is n-connected under the assumption that 
E(M)  = X  U Y.  Assume that M  has a ^-separation for some k < n. Thus there 
is a partition {5, T} of E(M)  such that
k < min{|S|, |T|} (1)
and
r(S)  +  r(T) -  r(M) < k -  1 <  n -  2 . (2 )
It is not difficult to show (see, for example, [36], Ex. 1, p. 286) that
r(S) +  r(T) -  r(M) > r{S n l )  +  r(T  D X)  -  r(X).  (3)
Moreover, a straightforward consequence of the fact that M \ X  is n-connected is 
that
r ( 5 f l I ) + r ( T n I ) - r ( I )  >  min{|5 n X\,  \T n  X \ , n  — 1}. (4)
On combining (2) -  (4), we deduce that
min{|S 0  X\,  \T n X\} < r(S  n X)  +  r(T  f l l )  -  r(X)  (5)
and, similarly,
min{|S n  y |,  | r  n y |}  <  r(S  n  Y)  + r(T  n  Y)  -  r{Y).  (6 )
W ithout loss of generality, we may assume that |5  fl X\  < \T fl X\.  Then, by
(5),
r(T  fl .V) =  r(X).  (7)
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Now either (i) \S n Y\ < \T fl Y |; or (ii) \S n Y\ > \T n Y\.  In case (i), by (6), 
r(T  fl Y)  =  r(Y).  Thus T  spans both X  and Y,  so T  spans M. Therefore, by (2), 
r(S)  <  k — 1. But l^l >  k and k <  n — 1 . Since M  has no circuits of size less than 
n, we deduce that r(S) > k ; a contradiction. In case (ii), by (6 ),




r ( s n y )  =  r(y ) . (8 )
r(T  n  X )  +  r(S  n y) =  r(X)  +  r(Y)
r ( T ) + r ( S ) > r(X)  +  r(T).
r(X)  +  r(y )  -  r(M) < n -  2.
r ( X ) + r ( Y )  = r (c l (X))+r(cl (y))  
> r(cl(X) U cl(y)) +  r(cl(X) n  cl(y)) 
=  r (M) +r (c l ( X)  ncl (y)) .
Thus
r[X)  +  r(y) -  r(M) > r(cl(X) n cl(T)) > n -  1 (9)
since M  has no circuit of size less that n. This contradiction implies that M  is 
n-connected, as required. □
From the proof, we note that we have actually proved the last theorem under 
a weaker condition, namely the second inequality in (9).
(2.2.6) C orollary. Let M\  and M2 be matroids whose ground sets meet in a set 
A that is a triangle in both matroids and a modular flat of M\.  Then P^(M i, M2 ) 
is 3-connected if and only if both Mi and M2 are 3-connected.
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Proof. By the last theorem, if M\  and M2 are both 3-connected, then so is 
P a ( M i , M 2 ) .  Now suppose that P a ( M i , M 2 ) is 3-connected. Assume that, for 
some * in {1,2} and some k < 2, the matroid M,- has a fc-separation, {S,T}.  Then 
we may assume, without loss of generality, that |S fl A| > 2. It follows easily that 
{S' U (E( M j ) — A),T} is a /^-separation of P a ( M i , M 2 )  where {i , j }  =  {1,2}; a 
contradiction. □
The next result is an extension of this corollary.
(2.2.7) Corollary. Let the ground sets of the matroids Mi and M2 meet in a 
set A that is a triangle of both matroids and a modular flat of M\.  Suppose 
that both \E(Mi)\  and |P (M 2)| exceed three and let 2 be an element of A. Then 
M2)\z  is 3-connected if and only if (i) Mi is 3-connected; and (ii)(a) M2 
is 3-connected; or (b) M2 has a unique 2-circuit, which contains 2 , and M2 \ 2  is 
3-connected.
P roof. Suppose first that Pa(M i, M2) \ 2  is 3-connected. Then either Pa (Mi, M2) 
is 3-connected, or 2 is parallel to some element y of Pa (Mi, M 2 ). In the first case, 
by the previous corollary, (i) and (ii) (a) hold. In the second case, as A is a modular 
flat of Mi containing 2 , it follows that y e  P(M 2), so {z,y}  is a circuit of M2. 
Moreover, P a ( M i , M 2) \2  = PA(Mi,M2\y). Thus, by Corollary 2.2.6 again, M\  
and M2\y  are 3-connected, and it follows easily that (i) and (ii)(b) hold.
A similar argument shows that if (i) and (ii) (b) hold, then P a  (Mi, M2 ) \ 2  is 3- 
connected. Now assume that (i) and (ii) (a) hold. By Corollary 2.2.6, Pa (Mi, M2) is 
3-connected. Suppose that P a ( M i , M 2) \2  is not 3-connected. Then this matroid 
has a 2-separation {S,T}.  If r(M 2) =  2, then we may assume, without loss 
of generality, that \S fl P (M 2\ 2 )| >  2. Hence {5 U z ,T}  is a 2-separation of
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Pa (M i,M 2); a contradiction. We conclude that r(M2 ) > 2. Clearly r(M\) > 2. 
Thus the simplification of P&(Mi,M2 ) /z  is a 2-sum of two matroids of rank at 
least two and so is not 3-connected. Hence, by Theorem 1.5.9, the cosimplification 
of Pa (Mi, M 2 ) \ z  is 3-connected. Since Pa(M i, M 2 ) \ z  is not 3-connected itself, z 
must be in a triad T* of P a(M i,M 2). By orthogonality, |T* fl A| > 2 . But each of 
Mi  and M2 is a restriction of Pa (Mi, M2). Thus, for i =  1,2, the set T* fl P(M,) 
contains a cocircuit of Mi and so, as M,- is 3-connected, |T*nF(M ,)| >  3. Therefore 
T* fl E{M\)  =  T* fl E(M2) =  A, so T* =  A. It follows that A is both a triangle 
and a triad of M\.  Hence, by Lemma 2.1.5, r{M\)  =  2; a contradiction. □
(2 .2 .8 ) Lem m a. Let M\  and M2 be matroids whose ground sets meet in a set A 
that is a triangle in both matroids and a modular flat of M i. Then (i) if C is a 
circuit of Mi for some * =  1,2, then C is also a circuit of Pa (Mi, M2 ); (ii) if C* is 
a cocircuit of M; for some * =  1,2 such that C* DT =  0, then C* is also a cocircuit 
of PA(Mi, M2).
P roof. Since Mi and M2 are restrictions of M  — P a(M i,M 2), (i) holds. Now 
suppose that C* is a cocircuit of M\.  Then (E(M) — C*) fl E{M\)  =  E{M\)  — C* 
is a flat of Mi; and (E ( M ) — C*) fl E(M2) — E( M2), which is a flat, of M2. 
Thus E(M) — C* is a flat M. Moreover, by Theorem 1.8.3, r (E(M) — C*) = 
r((E(M) -  C*) fl E(M\))  +  r((E(M) -  C*) fl E( M2)) -  r{{E{M) -  C*) DT)  -  
r(P (M i) -  C*) +  r{E(M2)) -  r(T) = r(E(Mi)) -  1 + r(E(M2)) -  r(T) = r(M) -  1. 
Therefore E ( M ) — C* is a hyperplane and thus C* is a cocircuit of M. □
2.3 P ro o f  o f th e  Fan T heorem
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 2.1.7. Evidently the properties of chains 
in 3-connected matroids will be important in this proof. We begin this section with
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four lemmas describing such properties. The first of these is essentially a converse 
of Lemma 2.1.6. Its straightforward proof is omitted.
(2.3.1) Lem m a. Let Ti,T2 , . . .  ,71- be a chain in a 3-connected matroid M.  
Suppose that T,- =  {a,-, aj+i, at+2} for all i. If a4 is non-essential and k >  2, then 
there is no 3-element subset To of E(M)  such that To,Ti,T2 , . . .  , T, is a chain in 
M.
(2.3.2) Lem m a. Let T 4 ,T2 ,T3 be a chain in a 3-connected matroid M.  Then 
there is at most one set T4 such that T\ ,T 2 ,T3 ,T4 is a chain.
P roof. Let T* = {a,, aJ+i, a,+2 } for i =  1,2,3. Assume that T 4 ,T2 ,T3 ,T4 is a 
chain both when T4 = {a4 ,a3 ,b} and when T4 =  {a4 ,ary,c} where b 7  ̂ c. Then the 
restriction of M  or M* to {a4, <25, b, c} is isomorphic to C/2,4 . But <24 is in two links 
of a chain and hence is essential, contradicting Lemma 2.2.4. □
(2.3.3) Lem m a. Let e4, 6 2 , e3, e4, e5 , e6 be distinct elements of a 3-connected ma­
troid M.  Suppose that Ti ,T 2 ,T3 ,T4 is a chain in M  such that T,- =  {e,-, eI+i, e ^ }  
for all i , and e4 is non-essential. Then the only triangles or triads of M  containing 
cj2 are T\ and T2 .
Proof. By switching to the dual if necessary, we may assume that T\ is a triangle. 
Suppose that M  has a triangle T  containing e2 but different from {ei, 6 2 , 6 3 }. 
Then, by orthogonality with the triad {e2 , 6 3 , 6 4 }, we deduce that T  contains 63 
or e4. If e3 E T,  then M\(T  U {ei,e2 ,e3 }) =  C/2,4 . Since e2 is essential, this 
contradicts Lemma 2.2.4. Thus we may assume that e3 ^ T. So 64 e  T. By 
orthogonality with the triad {e4 ,e 5 ,e6}, we deduce that T  contains e5 or e0. If 
es E T,  then M |{e2 , 6 3 , e4, 6 5 } = C/2,4 , a contradiction to Lemma 2.2.4. Hence 
e5 ^ T  and so T =  {e2 ,e4 ,ec}. Thus M |{ei, e2 , . . . ,  e^} is spanned by {ej, 6 3 , 6 5 }.
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Since {e2 ,e3 ,e4} is a triad of M,  it contains a cocircuit of M |{ei, e2, . . . ,  e6}. Thus 
{ei,e5 ,eg}, which avoids {e2 ,e3 ,e4}, is dependent in M |{ei, e2, . . . ,  e6} and hence 
is a circuit of M.  But now, by Lemma 2.2.2, M  = M(>V3) or W 3 so every element, 
including ei, is essential. This contradiction implies that {ei,e2 ,e3} is the only 
triangle of M  containing e2.
Now suppose that T* is a triad of M  that contains e2 but is different from 
{e2 ,e3 ,e4}. By orthogonality with the circuit {ei,e2 ,e3}, we must have that e\ 
or e3 is in T*. The first possibility is out as e\ is non-essential. Hence e3 G T*. 
But then M*\(T* U {e2 ,e3 ,e4}) =  f724; a contradiction to Lemma 2.2.4 since e2 is 
essential. □
(2.3.4) Lemma. Let ei, e2, e3, e4, be distinct elements of a 3-connected matroid 
M  that is not isomorphic to M(W 3). Suppose that {el 5e2 ,e3} and {e3 ,e4 ,e5} are 
triangles and {e2 ,e3 ,e4} is a triad of M.  Then these two triangles and this one 
triad are the only triangles and triads of M  containing e3.
Proof. Suppose first that T* is a triad of M  containing e3 but that T*  ̂
{e2 ,e3 ,e4}. Then, by orthogonality and symmetry, we may assume that T* is 
{ei,e3 ,e4} or {e!,e3 ,e 5}. In the first case, M *|{ei,e2 ,e3 ,e4} =  t/2j4. Since e2 
is essential, this contradicts Lemma 2.2.4. Hence T* = {ei,e3 ,e5 }. Let A — 
{e!,e2 ,e3 ,e4 ,e5}. Then {e\ ,e 3 ,e5} spans A  in M, and {ei,e2 ,e3} spans A  in M*. 
Thus
r{A) + r * ( A ) - \ A \  = 1 .
Since M  is 3-connected, it follows that |E(M)  — A\ = 1, so \E(M)\ = 6 . Using 
the known triangles and triads of M, it is now routine to show that M  =  Af (>V3); 
a contradiction. We conclude that {e2, e3, e4} is the only triad of M  containing e3.
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Suppose next that T  is a triangle of M  containing e3 but different from each of 
{ei,e2 ,e3} and {e3 ,e4 ,e5}. Then, by orthogonality with the triad {e2 ,e 3 ,e4} and 
by symmetry, we may assume that e2 G T.  Thus M |({ei, e2, e3} LIT) =  t/2i4. Since 
e2 is essential, we have a contradiction to Lemma 2.2.4. □
Next we insert the proof of Lemma 2.1.6 which was delayed from Section 1.
P ro o f  of Lem m a 2.1.6. We may assume that k > 2 for if k = 1, the lemma 
follows easily by using the maximality of the chain along with Tutte’s Triangle 
Lemma.
As noted in Lemma 2.1.6, the elements of T\ U T2 U . . .  U Tk can certainly be 
labelled by a4, a2, . . . ,  a*.+2 so that T) — {a,-, a1+i, a,+2} for all i. It remains to show 
that this labelling can be adjusted so that neither nor Uk+ 2  is essential. Suppose 
that this is not the case. Then, by reversing the ordering on a\, a2, . . . ,  a*.+2 if 
necessary, we may assume that a^+2 is essential. Moreover, by duality, we may 
also assume that Tk is a triangle. Then, as neither M\a.k+1 nor M \a /.+2 is 3- 
connected, Tutte’s Triangle Lemma (Lemma 1.5.10) implies that M  has a triad T* 
containing afc+2 and exactly one of a*. and a,k+1-
Suppose that cik+i G T*. Then the maximality of the chain Ti,T2,...,Tfc 
implies that T* must also contain one of ai, a2, . . . ,  (ik-i- Thus if k — 2, then a 4 G  
T*; if k > 2, then each of a2, a3, . . . ,  ctk- 1  is in a triangle of the chain T4, T2, . . . ,  Tk 
that avoids {a^.+i,afc+2}, so again a\ G T*. It follows by orthogonality and Lemma
2 .2 .2  that M  is a wheel or a whirl; a contradiction.
We may now assume that a*.+ 1 $= T*. Then a*. G T*. If k > 3, then, taking 
e3 =  a,k in Lemma 2.3.4, we obtain the contradiction that T* = {ak-i,ak,ak+i}.  
Thus we may assume that k = 2. Let T* = {a2 ,«4 ,z}. If 2 ^  a 4, then T i,T 2 ,T* is
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a chain contradicting the maximality of the chain Ti,T2 . Thus z = a\. But then 
M *|{ai,a2 ,a 3 ,a 4 } — t/2,4 and 02 is essential; a contradiction to Lemma 2.2.4. □
The following extension of Theorem 1.6.1 is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 2.1.6.
(2.3.5) C orollary. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid with at least four elements. 
Then either M  is a wheel or a whirl, or M  has at least two non-essential elements.
In Chapters 3-4, we shall characterize all 3-connected matroids in which the 
set of non-essential elements has rank two.
We are now ready to prove the fan theorem, and the remainder of the section 
will be devoted to presenting this proof.
P ro o f  of T h eo rem  2.1.7. Because M  has an essential element and is not a whirl, 
\E(M)\  >  5. By Theorem 1.5.11, since e is essential, it is in a triangle or a triad of 
M.  Thus M  has a chain containing e. Let T%, T2 , . . . ,  Tk be a maximal chain of M  
such that e G Ti UT2 U . . .  UT*. Then Ti,T2 , . . . ,  T* is a fan T  of M  containing e.
Now let T[, T'2, . . . ,  T'n be another fan T '  of M  containing e; let TiUT2 U. . .UT]fc = 
E(T)]  let Tf U Tj U . . .  U T'n — E(T') \  and let T  = {a*, Oi+i, 0 -1+2 } for all i. The 
proof of the various assertions concerning the fans containing e will be broken into 
the following four cases:
(i) | £ ( J f ) | = 3 ;
(ii) |B(7-)| =  4;
(iii) |£(.F)| =  5; and
(iv) | ^ ) |  >  0.
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Consider case (i) assuming, without loss of generality, that Ti is a triangle of 
M.  Then e is not in a triad of M  otherwise the chain whose single link is Tj is not 
maximal. Since, in a maximal chain of length at least two, every essential element 
is in a triad, we deduce that the fan T '  also has just one link, a triangle. Moreover, 
the fans T  and T '  meet in {e} otherwise M\{E(T)  U E (T')) =  ££2,4 , contrary to 
Lemma 2.2.4. We conclude that if \E{T)\  =  3, then (a) or (b) holds.
Now assume that (ii) holds and suppose, without loss of generality, that e = 0 3  
and that T\ is a triangle. Clearly oq and 04 are non-essential. If \E(T')\  =  3, then 
we may apply case (i) interchanging T  and T '  to obtain a contradiction. Thus 
we may assume that \E(T')\ > 4. Hence the links of T '  include a triangle T  and 
a triad T* both containing 0 3 . As 04 is non-essential and is in the triad T2 , it 
follows that 04  ^ T.  By orthogonality with the triad {0 2 , 0 3 ,(1 4 }, we deduce that 
T  contains 0 2  and 0 3 . Since these two elements are essential, Lemma 2.2.4 implies 
that T  =  {0 4 , 0 2 , 0 3 }. A dual argument establishes that T* =  {0 2 , 0 3 , 0 4 }. Hence, 
in this case, T  =  T ' , that is, e is in a unique fan.
We shall assume next that (iv) occurs. From cases (i) and (ii), we may assume 
that |E(T')\  > 5. Next we shall distinguish the following two subcases of (iv):
(I) e is in just two of T\, T2 , . . . ,  T*.; and
(II) e is in three of T i, T2 , . . . ,  Tk.
Suppose that (I) occurs. Then we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
e — 0 2 . By Lemma 2.3.3, the only triangles or triads of M  containing e are T\ 
and T2 . Since \E(T')\  >  5 and e is essential, e is in at least two links of T ' . 
Hence Ti and T2 must both be links of T ' . Moreover, since rq is non-essential, 
it follows by Lemma 2.3.1 that o.\ is an end of T ' . Thus we may assume that
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T{ =  T\ and T2 =  T2 . Taking 0 3  equal to e3 in Lemma 2.3.4 and using the fact 
that T[,T£,. . .  ,T'n is a maximal chain, we deduce that T3 =  T3. Again using the 
fact that T[,T2, . . . , is a maximal chain, this time with Lemma 2.3.2, we obtain 
that Tj = Tj for all j  in {4,5, . . . ,  k}. Now, since Ti, T2 , . . . ,  T* is a maximal chain, 
it follows that k = n and hence that T  — T ' .
To complete the proof in case (iv), we need to treat subcase (II). Thus assume 
that e =  dj for some j  in {3,4, By Lemma 2.3.4 or its dual, the only
triangles or triads of M  containing e are Tj - 2 , Tj-  1, and Tj. If all three of these 
sets are links of T ' , then, since T '  is a maximal chain, repeated applications of 
Lemma 2.3.2 yield that T '  has exactly the same set of links as T . Thus we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that Tj - 2 and T)_i are links of T '  but Tj is not. 
Hence e is in exactly two links of T ', so e is in a link of T '  with some non-essential 
element. Therefore dj_ 2 or is non-essential. But aj+i is in both Tj - 1 and Tj 
so it is essential. Hence dj_ 2 is non-essential, so cij- 2 =  ai- Applying Lemma 2.3.3 
to the chain Ti,T2 ,T3 ,Tj, we obtain that T\ and T2 are the only triangles or triads 
of M  containing d2 - But now T\ is a link of T '  containing two elements, 112 and 
<23, each of which is in just two links of T ' . Hence T '  has exactly two links, a 
contradiction to the fact that \E(Jr')\ > 5.
It now remains to treat case (iii). First we note that \E(T')\ = 5 otherwise 
we can obtain the result by applying one of cases (i), (ii), and (iv) with T  and T'  
interchanged. Now either
(I) e is in all three of T\ ,T2, and T3; or
(II) e is in exactly two of Ti ,T2, and T3 .
We may assume, by switching to the dual if necessary, that T\ and T3 are triangles.
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Consider (I). Evidently e =  a3. By Lemma 2.3.4, Ti,T2, and T3 are the only 
triangles or triads of M  containing a3. Since [ E ^ ^ l  =  5 and a3 is essential, the 
links of T '  include both a triangle and a triad containing a3. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that T\ and T2 are links of T ' . Since a\ is non-essential, 
the remaining link of T '  is a triangle T  containing o4 and exactly one of a2 and 
a3. If a3 G T, then it follows by Lemma 2.2.4 that T  = T3, that is, T  =  T ' . If 
a3 ^  T, then T  =  {a2, a4, z] for some z ^  a3. The dual of Lemma 2.2.4 can now be 
used to show that z ^  a\ and z /  a3. Consider M\{E(T)  U E(jF')). This matroid 
has ground set {ai ,a2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ,z}. It has {a2 , a3 , a4} as a basis and {0 2 , 0 4 , 2 } 
as a circuit. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.4, this matroid has {a\ ,a3 ,a5} as a cocircuit. 
Since M ^ E } ^ )  U E{T'))  is clearly 3-connected, it follows by Lemma 2.3.4 that 
M\{E{T)  U E{T'))  =  M(/C4). Moreover, one easily sees that, apart from T  and 
T ' , the only fan containing e is {z, a2, a4}, {a2, a4, a3}, {a4, a3, a3}.
Finally consider (iii) (II). Without loss of generality, we may assume that e =  a2. 
If a3 G E(E'),  then a3 is an essential element that is in all three links of T  and 
is also an element of T ' . Hence we may apply (iii) (I) to obtain the desired result. 
We may now assume that a3 is not in E(!F'). Certainly « 2 is in a triad T* that is a 
link of T ' . By orthogonality with the triangle {ai, a2, a3}, we deduce that a\ G T*. 
Thus a4 is essential; a contradiction. □
2.4 B reak ing  off W heels
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 2.1.9. In addition, we shall describe 
how the essential elements behave when a wheel is broken off as in that theorem. 
We begin with a straightforward result showing that if one wants to perform two 
successive generalized parallel connections across triangles, then the order in which 
these operations are performed does not matter.
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(2.4.1) Lem m a. Let Mi, M2, and M3 be matroids, the first two of which are 
binary. Suppose that E(M\)  and E( M2) meet in a set A which is a triangle of 
both Mi  and M2, that E( M2) and P(M 3) meet in a set A' which is a triangle of 
both M 2 and M3 , and that E{Mi)  and E( M3) meet in A fl A'. Then
P a( Mi ,Pa.(M2 , M 3)) = P a , ( f a (M1 ,M 2),M 3).
P roof. First we remark that both sides of the asserted equation are well-defined. 
To see this, note that, as Mi and M2 are binary, A and A' are modular flats of 
Mi and M2, respectively. Moreover, Pa (Mi, M2) is also binary and hence has A' 
as a modular flat of its simplification.
Next we observe that PA (Mi, PA'(M 2, Mj)) and PA» (PA(M i, M2), M3) have 
the same ground set, namely E(M{)  U E{M2) UE(M^).  To complete the proof that 
these two matroids are equal, we show that they have the same sets of flats. By 
definition, F  is a flat of PA (Mi,  PA'(M 2, M3)) if and only if
F n E ( M i )  is aflat  of Mx (1)
and
F  fl E(Pa ' {M2, M3)) is a flat of PA'(M 2, M3). (2)
But (2) holds if and only if
F  n  E( M2) is a flat of M2 (3)
and
F  n E(M3) is a flat of M3. (4)
Thus F  is a flat of Pa (Mi, PA/(M2, M3)) if and only if (1), (3), and (4) hold. A 
similar argument shows that F  is a flat of PA/ (Pa (Mi, M2), Ap) if and only if (1),
(3), and (4) hold. The lemma follows immediately. □
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The next lemma, an extension of a result of Akkari and Oxley [4], will be used 





F igu re  2.3.
(2.4.2) Lem m a. Let ai and b\ be distinct elements of a 3-connected matroid M.  
Suppose that {ao,6 i ,ai} is a triad, {6 1 , 0 1 , 6 2} is a triangle, and M  is not isomorphic 
to 1/ 2,4 . Then M  =  P&(M( K 4 ) , M')\{c,  c*} where A =  {c, < ,̂62}; M ( I \ 4) is labelled 
as in Figure 2.3; and M'  is obtained from M/ao  by relabelling eq and 61 as c and 
cf, respectively. Moreover, one of the following holds:
(i) M'  is 3-connected;
(ii) oq is in a unique triangle of A/, this triangle contains cq, and M' \c  is 3-
connected;
(iii) ao is in a unique triangle of M, this triangle contains 6 1 , and M'\cJ is 3- 
connected;
(iv) ao is in exactly two triangles of M, one of which also contains tq and the 
other of which also contains 61; and M '\c, d  is 3-connected.
P roof. The first part of the lemma is proved in [4]. It only remains to show that 
one of (i)-(iv) holds. Suppose that (i) fails. Then M / a 0 is not 3-connected. Since
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M/a\  has a 2-circuit and has rank exceeding one, it is not 3-connected. Applying 
the dual of Tutte’s Triangle Lemma to the triad {ao, «i, 6 1} of M, we deduce that 
M  has a triangle containing ao and exactly one of a\ and b\. Moreover, as both 
ai and bi are essential, Lemma 2.2.4 implies that each of {ao,ai} and {a0 , 6 i} is 
in at most one triangle of M .
Now, by Theorem 1.5.9, M \ a 0 or M/ao is 3-connected. If the latter occurs, it 
follows without difficulty from the preceding paragraph that one of (ii)-(iv) holds. 
Hence we may assume that M \ a 0 is 3-connected. But M \ a 0 has {aj , 6 1} as a 
cocircuit and M \ a 0/ai  has {6 1 , 6 2} as a circuit. Therefore M \ a 0 is not simple. 
As M \ao is 3-connected, this matroid is isomorphic to U\ >2 or Ui,3 . Thus M  is a 
3-connected matroid having corank equal to 2 or 3. Since M  has both a triangle 
and a triad and M  ^  1/ 2,4 , it follows that r*(M) ^  2. Hence r*(M) = 3. Thus M* 
has rank 3 and has {ai,bi,b2} as a triad. The remaining elements of M* lie on a 
line, and it is straightforward to check that one of (i)-(iv) holds. □
P ro o f  o f T heorem  2.1.9. We argue by induction on n. When n =  0, Mi =  M  
and the theorem holds. Now suppose that n — 1. Then, by Lemma 2.4.2, 
M  — PA(M( W 3 ), M' ) \ {z ,  z' j  where A = {z , z ' , y2}] M{Wz)  is labelled as in Fig­
ure 2.4(a); and M'  is obtained from M / x 0 by relabelling and y\ as 2 and z', 
respectively. But y0 and ?/i are in parallel in M / x 0. Thus
M  = Pa 1 ( M( Wz ) , M,) \{z , z ' }  
where Ai =  {z, y0 , y 2 }; M(Ws)  is labelled as in Figure 2.4(b). Therefore
M =  PAi(M(W3), M ' \ z' ) \ z . (1)
But clearly M'\z '  is M/xo\y i  with x x relabelled as z, that is, M' \z '  is M\.  Since 
.t0 is in a triangle of M, the matroid M'  is not 3-connected. Thus, by Lemma
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2.4.2 again, either (i) M'\z '  is 3-connected; or (ii) M' \z '  has a unique 2-circuit 
{z,h}  containing z, and M ' \ z ' , z  is 3-connected. But M' \z '  =  Mj, so, in the first 
case, Mi is 3-connected, and, in the second case, M i \ z  is 3-connected. Moreover, 
in the second case, since z and h are parallel in M ' \ z it follows by (1) that
M  = PA2 ( M( W 3 ) ,M' \ z ' \ z )
where A2 =  {yo>Z/2 >^} and M (W 3) is labelled as in Figure 2.4(c). But M ' \ z ' \ z  — 
M/x o \y i \ x i ,  and a?o is a coloop of M\aq,?/i, so M ' \ z ' \ z  ■ M\xo,  aq, y\. This 






Now assume that the theorem holds for n < k and let n =  k > 2. By the 
induction assumption,
M  = PA(M(Wk+l) ,M ' ) \ z ! (2)
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where A =  {y0, yk, ^i}; Wk+i is labelled as in Figure 2.5; and M'  is equal to 
M / x o,x i , . . . , xk^ 2 \yiiU2 i • • • > Vk- 1  with x k~i relabelled as z\. Moreover, either
(i) M'  is 3-connected; or





F igure  2.5.
But {xfc_i, yk, xk} is a triad of M, and hence {yk, xk} contains a cocircuit of M'\z\ .  
Since the last matroid has at least four elements, we conclude that (ii) does not 
hold.
We may now assume that M'  is 3-connected. Then, by repeated application of 
circuit elimination and orthogonality, we deduce that {yo,xo,xi , . . .  , x k~i,yk} is a
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circuit of M.  It follows that {y0, Zi, Vk}, {zi, Vk, {lJk, x k, Vk+i} is a chain in M'  
in which {yo> zi, Vk} is a triangle. Thus, by the induction assumption,
M'  = PAl( M( W3) ,Mi ) \ z  (3)
z
Figure 2.6.
where Ai =  {yo,yk+i, z}] W3 is labelled as in Figure 2.6; and M\  is M ' / z i \ y k 
with x k relabelled as 2 . Since M'  is M / x 0 , x \ , . . ., x k- 2 \ y i , y 2 , • ■ •, Vk- 1 with Xk- 1 
relabelled as z \ , the matroid M\  is
M / x  0 , x i , . . .  , x k- 2 , x k- i \ y i , y 2 , - . . , yk- i ,yk  
with x k relabelled as 2 . By (2) and (3),
M  =  PA (M(Wk+i) ,PAl(M(W 3 ) ,Mi ) \ z ) \ z i
= PA (M(Wk+1), PAl (M(W3), M i ) ) \ { z , zi},  (4)
where V\4+i and W3 are labelled as in Figures 2.5 and 2 .6 , respectively. Thus, by 
Lemma 2.4.1,
M  =  PAl(PA( M( Wk+i ) , M ( m ) ) , M 1) \ { z , z l }
= PAl(PA( M ( m +i ) , M ( W 3 ) ) \ zu M l) \ z .
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Also PA(M(Wk+i) ,M(W3 ))\zi  is M(Wk+2 ) where Wk+ 2 is labelled as in Figure
2.2 with n = k. Hence M  =  PAl (M(Wjfc+2), M\) \ z  where Ai =  {j/o, Uk+i, z} and 
Mi is M/xq,x \ ,  . . .  ,Xk- i \y \ , y 2 , . ■ ■ ,yu with Xk relabelled as 2 . We conclude that, 
when n — k, M  is as asserted in the theorem.
We now need to check that either (i) or (ii) holds. Hence we may assume 
that Mi is not 3-connected. We noted above that M'  is 3-connected, that M' = 
Pai(M (W 3 ) , M i ) \ 2 , and that Mi is M'/z i \yk  with Xk relabelled as z. By the 
induction assumption applied to the chain {yQ, zu yk}, {z i , yk ,xk}, {yk,%k,yk+1} of 
M ', we deduce that z is in a unique 2-circuit {z , h} of M \ , and M \\ z  is 3-connected. 
Moreover,
M ' =  PA2 (M(W3),M 2)
where A 2 =  {yo,yk+i,h}] W3 is labelled as in Figure 2.6 with z relabelled as h ; 
and M2 is M ' \ z \ , x k,yk- Thus, by (2 ),
M  -  Fa (m (W ,+i) ,F A2 (M(>V3 ) ,M2))\zi  (5)
where A =  {y0, Vk, 2 1 }; A 2 =  {y0 , 2/it+i, h}; Wk+ 1 is labelled as in Figure 2.5; W3 is 
labelled as in Figure 2.6 with z relabelled as h; and M2 is M'\z\ ,Xk,yk-  Since M'  
is M/xq,  xi ,  . . . ,  Xk-2 \ y i , y 2 , •• • 1 Vk-i with Xk- 1 relabelled as z\, we deduce that
M2 =  { M/x 0 , x i , . . .  , x k- 2 \ x k - i , x k) \y i , y 2 , ■ ■ ■ ,yk-
But, in M \ y u y2 , . . . , yk ,  each of {.x0, a;i}, {.x'i,.t2}, . . . ,  {xk- i , x k} is a union of 
cocircuits. Hence M\?/i,?/2, . . .  ,yk\xk-i ,Xk  has Xk- 2  as a coloop, and so has Xk- 3  
as a coloop. Continuing in this way, we deduce that all of :;y._2, . . .  ,xq are
coloops. Thus
M2 =  M \ x 0,x  1, . .  . , x k, yu y2 ,-- -PJk-
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By Lemma 2.4.1 and (5), we have that
M  =  PA2 (PA(M(Wk+l) , M ( m ) ) , M 2 ) \ z 1 
= P a2 (Pa(M(Wfc+O, M (W 3) ) V i ,  M 2)
=  PA2 (M( Wk+2 ) ,M2)
where W k+2 is labelled as in Figure 2.2 with n = k and with z relabelled as h] 
and M 2 = M \ x 0 , x i , . . .  , x k, y i , y2, . . .  , yk- We conclude, by induction, that the 
theorem holds for all positive integers n. □
(2.4.3) C orollary. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid which is not a wheel or a 
whirl, and let e be an essential element that is in more than one type- 1  fan with 
five or more elements. Then e is in a unique triad T* of M.  Moreover, M  has a 
triangle A such that M\(T* U A) =  M{K^)  and
M  =  Pa {M\(T* U A), M\T*).
Also M\T*  is 3-connected.
P roof. By Theorem 2.1.7, e is in exactly three fans each of which is of type-1 
having five elements. Moreover, these three fans contain a total of six elements, and 
the restriction of M  to these six elements is isomorphic to Let the elements
of this M ( I \ 4) be labelled as shown in Figure 2.7 where {2/01 7 2/1}> {ar0 , 2/ i , ^'1}?
{2/1, x  1 , 2/2 } is one of the type-1 fans containing e. It follows without difficulty from 
Theorem 2.1.9 that
M  = PA( M ( I U ) , M \ x Q, yu xi)
where M(IC1) is labelled as indicated, A =  {yo,x2 , y2}, and M\xo ,y i , x i  is 3- 
connected. Moreover, by applying Lemma 2.3.4 to one of the three type-1 fans 




We shall now describe how essential elements behave when a wheel is broken 
off as in Theorem 2.1.9. In that theorem, the resulting 3-connected matroid is Mi 
or M2 . We shall first consider the latter.
(2.4.4) Proposition. Let M  — Pa2 (Wn-)-2)) M 2 ) where n is a positive integer 
and A2 is a triangle. Suppose that M2 is 3-connected having at least four elements, 
and let e be an element of M2 . Then
(a) M^/e is 3-connected if and only if either M /e is 3-connected or M2 =  C/2,4 ;
(b) M \ e  is 3-connected if and only if either M2 \e  is 3-connected or e G A 2 .
Hence if e is essential in M, then e is essential in M2 ; and if e is non-essential in
M, then e is non-essential in M2 or e G A2 .
P roof. By Corollary 2.2.6, M  is 3-connected. We shall first prove (a) breaking 
the argument into the two cases: (i) e ^ c1m(A2); and (ii) e G cl^(A 2 ). In case
(i), M /e =  Pa2 (M(W„+2), M^/e) and (a) follows easily by Corollary 2.2.6. In case
(ii), M /e is non-simple having at least four elements so M /e  is not 3-connected. If 
M2/e  is 3-connected, then, since this matroid is non-simple, but M2 has a triangle, 
it follows that M2 =  C/2,4 . Conversely, if M2 =  C/2,4 , then M2/e  is 3-connected.
Hence (a) holds in case (ii), so (a) is proved.
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We break the proof of (b) into the two cases: (i) e A2; and (ii) e G A2. In case
(i), M \e  = P a 2( M ( W n+2), M2 \e) and (b) follows easily by Corollary 2 .2 .6 . In case
(ii), M \ e  — PA2 (M(W n+2 ), M2 )\e, so, by Corollary 2.2.7, M \e  is 3-connected. 
Hence (b) holds in case (ii), so (b) is proved.
On combining (a) and (b), we deduce that if e is essential in M, then either e 
is essential in M2, or M2 =  t/2i4 . But the latter cannot occur otherwise M2\e  is 
3-connected and so, by (b), M \e  is 3-connected; a contradiction.
If e is non-essential in M, then, by (a) and (b) again, e is non-essential in M2 
or e G A2. □
The next result shows that, when the matroid Mi in Theorem 2.1.9 is 3- 
connected, every essential element of M  that is in Mi is also essential in Mi. 
However, the behavior of the non-essential elements of M  is less straightforward.
(2.4.5) P ro p o sitio n . Let M be a 3-connected matroid that is not a whirl. 
Suppose that there is a positive integer n such that
M  = PAi(M(W„+2),M i)\*
where Ai =  {2/0 , Z/n+i, z} and >Vn+2 is labelled as in Figure 2.2. Let Mi be 
3-connected and e be an element of E(M\)  — z. Then
(a) M /e is 3-connected if and only if either M\/e  is 3-connected; or e ^ Ai, there
is a unique triangle of Mi containing {e,z},  and M \/e \ z  is 3-connected;
(b) M \e  is 3-connected if and only if either M \\e  is 3-connccted; or e G Ai and
e is not in a triad of M.
Hence if e is essential in M, then e is essential in Mi. However, if e is non-essential 
in M, then either e is non-essential in Mi; or e G Aj and e is not in a triad of
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M; or e ^ Ai, there is a unique triangle of Mi containing {e, z}, and M i/e \ z  is 
3-connected.
The proof of this proposition will use the following lemma.
(2.4.6) Lemma. Let z be a rim element of both M(>Vn+2) and >Vfc+2. Sup­
pose that z E A, where A is a triangle of both M(>Vn+2) and >Vfc+2. Then 
PA{M{Wn+2 ) , W k+2)\z  £  W n+k+2.
Proof. By Corollary 2.2.6, M  =  PA(M(W n+2), W k+2)\z  is 3-connected. More­
over, by Lemma 2.2.8, every triangle of M(VVn+2) or >Vfc+2 except those containing 
z is still a triangle of PA(M (W n+2 ) , W k+2 )\z. By Lemma 2.2.8 again, if T* is a 
triad of M (W n+2) or W fc+2 such that T* fl A =  0, then T* is also a triad of 
PA{M(Wn+2 ) , W k+2). But M  = PA(M{Wn+2 ) , W k+2)\z  is 3-connected. Thus T* 
is also a triad of M. By Lemma 2.2.3, M  is isomorphic to either a wheel or a 
whirl. But this matroid clearly has W fc+2 as a minor. Therefore it is isomorphic 
to Y\?n+k+2. □
Proof o f Proposition 2.4.5. Certainly \E(Mi)\ >  3. If \E(Mi)\ = 3, then M  is a 
single-element deletion of M ( W n+2) and so is not 3-connected. Thus \E(M\)\ > 4. 
If \E(M\)\ = 4, then, as M\ is 3-connected, M\ =  U2,4 and so, by Lemma 2.4.6, 
M  is a whirl; a contradiction. Hence we may assume that |jE7(Afi) | >  5. Therefore, 
as M\  has a triangle, r*{M\) > 3 and so r*(M) > 4.
We shall break the proof of (a) into the two cases: (i) e E cU/(Ai); and (ii) 
e ^ cl^(A j). In case (i), neither M /e  nor M \/e  is 3-connected since each has a
2-circuit and at least four elements. Moreover, if e ^ Ai, then either r(Mi) =  2, 
in which case {e,^;} is not in a unique triangle of Mi; or r(M\) > 2 , in which case 
M \/e \ z  has rank at least two and has a 2-circuit, and so is not 3-connected. We
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conclude that (a) holds in case (i). In case (ii), we certainly have that e ^ Ai. By 
Corollary 2.2.7, M /e is 3-connected if and only if either Mx/e  is 3-connected, or 
M i/e has a unique 2-circuit, which contains z, and M-Je\z  is 3-connected. Since 
Mi is 3-connected, (a) follows easily in case (ii).
The proof of (b) will be broken into the two cases: (i) e ^  Ai; and (ii) e £ Ai. 
In case (i), since Mx is 3-connected having at least five elements, Corollary 2.2.7 
implies that M \e  is 3-connected if and only if Mx\e  is 3-connected. Thus (b) 
holds in case (i). Now assume that (ii) holds. By symmetry, we may suppose that 
e — yo. If M \e  is 3-connected, then e is not in a triad of M. Thus the forward 
implication of (b) holds in case (ii). To prove the reverse implication, suppose 
that M \e  is not 3-connected letting {X, Y ]  be a 2-separation of it. Then, since 
\E(Mi) — {z,e}\ >  3, we may assume that \XC\(E(M\) — {z,e})\ > 2 . Therefore, if 
r(M\) =  2, then { X Ue, Y } is a 2-separation of M; a contradiction. Hence we may 
assume that r(M x) > 2. Thus the simplification of (M(>V„+2), Mx)\z /e  is a 
parallel connection of two matroids of rank at least two and so is not 3-connected. 
Thus, by Theorem 1.5.9, the cosimplification of PAl (M(W„+2)> M i)\z \e ,  which 
equals M \e, is 3-connected. Since M \e  is not 3-connected, it follows that M has 
a triad T* containing e. It remains to show that Mx\e  is not 3-connected. As 
e =  yo and {.x'o,yo>yi} is a triangle of M, orthogonality implies that T* contains 
.To or yx. Evidently T* or T* U z is a cocircuit of (M(>Vn+2), Mi)- Since Mx 
is a restriction of the last matroid, it follows that (T * U z) fl P (M X) contains a 
cocircuit of Mx containing e. But |(T* U z) fl E(M\)\ < 3 yet Mx is 3-connected 
having at least five elements, so Mx has a triad containing e. Therefore Mx\e  is 
not 3-connected. This completes the proof of (b) in case (ii).
The conclusions concerning essential and non-essential elements follow imme­
diately on combining (a) and (b). □
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Propositions 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 will be used in Chapters 3-4 to investigate those 
3-connected matroids in which the set of non-essential elements is small. If we 
denote by u(Q) the set of non-essential elements of a 3-connected matroid Q, 
then, by Proposition 2.4.4,
i'(M2 ) C E(M %) D u(M)  C u(M2 ) U A2 .
In Proposition 2.4.5, the situation is less straightforward. The set of non-essential 
elements of M\ may include z, which is not in E(M),  but otherwise this set is a 
subset of u(M).  Moreover, if we assume that the chain {yo,£o> 2/i}> {•'£()> 2/1,^'1}, 
{2/1, X i ,  y2}, • ■ ■ ,  {yn, x n, 2/71+1} in Theorem 2.1.9 is a fan, then y0 and y n + 1 are non- 
essential elements of M.  The element 2  is on the line of M\ through yo and yn+\. 
Thus, although v(Mi)  need not be a subset of E (M \) fl v(M),  we do have that
v(Mi) C clMl (E(Mi)  fl u(M)).
This fact will be very useful in Chapters 3-4.
Theorem 2.1.9 indicates how one can break off a wheel from a 3-connected 
matroid having a chain of odd length exceeding two. In fact, that theorem explicitly 
describes this break off when the chain has a triangle as its first link and hence 
has a triangle as its last link. If the chain has triads as its first and last links, then 
one can reduce to the case described in (2.1.9) by taking duals. For chains of even 
length, the situation is slightly different. The result in this case is stated in the 
next theorem, a generalization of Lemma 2.4.2. In this case, it is slightly more 
difficult to recover a 3-connected matroid in what is left after the break off.
(2.4.7) T heorem . Let M  be a 3-connected matroid which is not a wheel or 
a whirl. Suppose that, for some non-negative integer n, the sequence {y0, :r0, yi}, 
{.x'o,yi,a'i},. . . ,  {yn, x n,yn+i } , {xn,yu+1 , x n+1} is a chain in M  in which {y0 , x 0 ,yi}
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is a triangle. Then
M  =  PA(M(W n+3 ) ,M 3 )\{z',y'n+l}
where A =  {yo, z ' , y'n+1}', W„ + 3 is labelled as in Figure 2.8; and Ms is obtained 
from the matroid M/xo ,X i , . . • , x n- i \ y i , y 2, . .. ,yn/ x n+i by relabellingx n and yn + 1  
as z' and y'n + Moreover,
(i) Ms is 3-connected; or
(ii) z' is in a unique 2 -circuit of M3 , and Ms\z '  is 3-connected; or
(iii) y'n+l is in a unique 2-circuit of Ms, and Ms\y'n+i is 3-connected; or
(iv) each of z' and y'n + 1  is in a unique 2-circuit of M3, and Ms\z',y'n+l is 3- 
connected.
n+1
Figure 2 .8 .
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The proof of this theorem will use Lemma 2.2.3.
P ro o f  of T heorem  2.4.7. If n — 0, the theorem is just a restatement of Lemma
2.4.2. Now suppose that n > 0. By the last lemma, \E(M)\ > 2n +  5. Moreover, 
Theorem 2.1.9 implies that
M  =  PAl(M(Wn+2),M 1) \ 2
where Ai =  {yo, yn+i,z}; W„ + 2  is labelled as in Figure 2.2; and Mi is obtained from 
the matroid M / x 0, Xi , . . . ,  a;ra_ i\y i, y2, ■ ■ ■ ,yn by relabelling x n as 2 . Moreover, 
either (i) Mi is 3-connected, or (ii) M \\ z  is 3-connected. In the latter case, 
M / x 0 ,X i , . . .  , x n- i \ y i , y 2, ■ ■ ■ ,yn, x n is 3-connected. But M  has {xn, yn+ux n+i} 
as a cocircuit, so the last matroid has a cocircuit contained in {yn+i,^n+i}- Since 
this matroid has at least four elements, it cannot be 3-connected. Therefore (ii) 
cannot occur. We conclude that Mi is 3-connected.
Now {yo,yn+\, z} is a circuit of M\ and {y„+i, 2 ,.r„+i} is a cocircuit of M\. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.4.2, Mj = PA{M(K4), M 2 )\{z',  y'n+l} where A = {yQ, z ' , y7'l+i}; 
M(I<4) is labelled as in Figure 2.9; and M2 is obtained from M i / x n+i by relabelling 





Pa, (M (W n+2 ),PA(M (K4), M 2 j) =  PA (Pa, (M(W n+2 ) ,M ( K 4 ) ),M2) , (1) 
where M (W n+2), M(A'4), and M2 are labelled as above. Since
M  = PAl{M{Wn+2 ) ,M l) \z  and M x = P a ( M ( K 4), M 2) \ { z', y'n+l), 
it follows that
M = PAl(M (W n+2 ) ,PA(M(K 4 ) ,M 2 )\{z',y'n+1} ) \ z
= PA1( M ( W n+2) ,PA(M(K4) ,M2))\{z' ,y'n+i ^ } -
Thus, by (1),
M  =  PA (pAx{M{Wn+2 ) ,M {K 4 ) ),M 2 ) \ { z '  ,y'n+l,z}
= PA(PAAM(Wn+2 ) ,M (K 4 ) ) \ z ,M 2 ) \ { z \ y 'n+l}.
It is not difficult to see that
PAl(M (W n+2 ) ,M (K 4))\z  =  M(Wn+3),
where Wn + 3 is labelled as in Figure 2.8. Therefore
M  = PA(M(W n+3 ) ,M 2 )\{z',y'n+1}
where M 2 is obtained from M i / x n+\ by relabelling z and yn+i as z' and y'n+l, re­
spectively. But Mi is obtained from M / x 0 ,X i , . . .  , x n- i \ y i , y 2, . . .  ,y„ by relabelling 
x n as 2 . Thus M 2 is obtained from
M / x 0 , x x,. . .  , x n- i \ y i , y 2, .. . , y n/ x n+i
by relabelling x n and yn+1 as z 1 and yj1+1, respectively. Hence M 2 =  M3 and the 
first part of the theorem is proved.
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The fact that one of (i)-(iv) holds follows immediately by applying the second 
part of Lemma 2.4.2 to the 3-connected matroid M\.  □
2
Figure 2.10.
Propositions 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 tell us that, in breaking off a wheel as in The­
orem 2.1.9, an element that is essential in M  remains essential in the resulting 
3-connected matroid, M\ or M2 . However, the corresponding result need not hold 
when one breaks off a wheel as in Theorem 2.4.7. For example, let M  be the 
cycle matroid of the graph shown in Figure 2.10(a). Then {jjq, xq, yi}, {a;o, 2/1, -X'i}, 
{2/1, x ii y2}> { ^ 1 , 1/2 , £2 } is a chain in this matroid. By Theorem 2.4.7, we get that
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M  — P&{M(W4 ),Mz)\{z' ,y'2} where A =  {yo,z',y'2}\ W4 is labelled as in Figure 
2.10(b); and M3 is M / x 0 \ y \ / x 2 with xi and y2 relabelled as z' and y2 (see Figure 
2.10(c)). The element e, which is essential in M,  is non-essential in M3. Moreover, 
e is not even in the flat of M3 that is spanned by those non-essential elements of M  
that are in M3. In Chapters 3 and 4, where we shall be examining the 3-connected 
matroids with a small number of non-essential elements, Theorem 2.1.9 will be of 
more use than Theorem 2.4.7 because the former enables us to better keep track 
of essential elements.
C hapter 3
A  C haracterization  o f  T ype-1  and T ype-2  
M atroids
3.1 In tro d u c tio n
In Chapter 2, we showed that if M  is a 3-connected matroid other than a wheel 
or a whirl, then M  has at least two non-essential elements. If M  has exactly two 
non-essential elements, then, by Theorem 2.1.7, each of these two elements must 
be in either a triangle or a triad. Therefore, one of the following occurs:
(i) both non-essential elements are deletable but not contractible;
(ii) both non-essential elements are contractible but not deletable;
(iii) one non-essential element is deletable but not contractible and the other is 
contractible but not deletable.
In these cases, the matroid M  will be said to be of type-1, type-2, or type-3, re­
spectively. Since a type-2 matroid is just the dual matroid of a type-1 matroid, 
to characterize all 3-connected matroids with exactly two non-essential elements, 
we need only characterize type-1 and type-3 matroids. In this chapter, we shall 
characterize all type-1  matroids. But we do considerably more. In fact, we will 
characterize all 3-connected matroids whose set X  of non-essential elements has 
rank two and consists exclusively of deletable elements. The characterization of 
all type- 1  matroids follows as a corollary.
First, we will construct a class of 3-connected matroids M .  Then we show that 
a 3-connected matroid M  is in M. if and only if (1) all non-essential elements of 
M  are deletable; and (2 ) all non-essential elements are collinear.
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We construct the class A i  of matroids as follows. Begin with an n-point line 
L for some integer n > 3. We call L the root matroid. Let N i , N 2 , ■ ■ ■, Nk be a 
collection of wheels having rank at least three such that E ( L ) ,E (N i ) , . . .  ,E(Nk) 
are disjoint. Let A{, Af>,. . . ,  A^ be triangles in Ni, N 2 , . ■ ■, Nk, respectively. Let 
Ai, A2 , .. •, Afc be triangles in L  where these triangles are not necessarily distinct. 
For each i in { 1 ,2 ,... ,  k}, identify the elements of A'- with the elements of A,- 
in some order. Now construct the sequence of matroids A o ,A i , . . .  ,Ak as follows: 
let A 0 = L; and, for all i in {1,2, ...,& }, let Ai = P ^ iN i ,  A '-i)- Moreover, let 
Z  be a subset of E(L)  such that if k = 0, then |E(L) — Z\ > 4; if k — 1, then 
\E(L) — Z | > 3 ; and if k > 1, then Z  satisfies the following two conditions:
(D l)  if r(N{) > 4, then Z  avoids the set of spokes of W; a°d 
(D2) if r(Ni) =  3, then Z  contains at most one element of N{.
A  matroid M  is in A4 if and only if there is some matroid A tt and some set Z  
satisfying the above conditions such that M  =  Ak\Z.
(3.1.1) Lem m a. In the matroid A m constructed above, the flats are precisely 
those subsets F  of U"L0 L'(A/’!) such that F  fl E(Nj)  is a flat of Nj for all j  in 
{ 0 ,1 ,2 ,.. .,  m).  Moreover, r(Am) — r (Ni) — 2m.
The proof of this lemma will be delayed until Section 3.2. It follows immediately 
from this lemma that the matroid A *. is independent of the order in which the 
wheels N \ , N 2 , ■ ■., Nk are attached to the root matroid L.
The next two theorems are the main results of this chapter. The proofs will be 
given in the next section.
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(3.1.2) Theorem. The matroid A t \ Z  in M  is 3-connected having E(L) — Z  as 
its set of non-essential elements unless
(i) k  =  0 and \E(L) -  Z\ = 4; or
(ii) k  = 1 and |E(L) -  Z\ = 3; or
(iii) k  = 2 and |E(L) - Z | =  2.
In the exceptional cases, A k \ Z  is a wheel or a whirl.
(3.1.3) Theorem. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid. Then M  is in the class M  if 
and only if the set X  of non-essential elements of M  has the following properties:
(1 ) all elements of X  are deletable but not contractible; and
(2) the elements of X  are collinear.
From Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, we get the characterization of all 3-connected 
matroids whose set of non-essential elements has rank two and consists exclusively 
of deletable elements.
Next, we define a subclass M 2 of M  as follows: choose two fixed elements x  
and y of the line L. For some integer k > 3, attach k wheels of rank at least 
three to L as described above such that each wheel has {x , y } as its spokes in the 
attachment. Then delete all elements in L except x and y. A matroid is in M 2 if 
and only if it can be constructed in this way. Clearly, since k > 3, no matroid in 
M 2 is a wheel or a whirl.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.3 is the following characterization 
of all type-1  matroids.
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(3.1.4) Corollary. A matroid M  is of type-1 if and only if M  is isomorphic to a 
matroid in Ad 2 .
3.2 T h e  P roofs of th e  M ain  T heorem s
The proofs of Theorem 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 are given in this section. First we prove 
Lemma 3.1.1.
P ro o f  o f L em m a 3.1.1. We shall prove both parts of the lemma simultaneously, 
arguing by induction on m. Evidently the lemma holds for m = 0. Assume it 
holds for m < k and let m  =  k > 1. Then, by definition, A* = PAk(Nk, Ak-i). 
Thus r{Ak) = r(Afc_i) +  r(Nk)  — 2 and the flats of Ak are those subsets F  of 
E(Nk)  U E(Ak- i )  such that F  fl E(Nk)  is a flat of Nk and F  fl E ( A k - 1) is a flat of 
Ak- 1 . By the induction assumption,
r (A k^ )  =  J 2 r ( N i) - 2 ( k - l ) ,
i = 0
hence
r ( ^ - )  =  ~ 2 k - 
i= 0
The induction assumption also implies that F  fl E (A k- 1) is a flat of Ak- 1 if and 
only if F  fl E(Ak~ 1) H E(N{) is a flat of N t for all i in { 0 ,1 ,2 ,.. .,  k — 1 }. But 
E(Ak~ 1) fl E(Ni) = E(Ni) for all i in { 0 ,1 ,2 ,...,  k — 1}. Thus the flats of Ak are 
precisely the sets F  such that Ff)E(Nj)  is a flat of Ni for alH in (0 ,1 ,2 ,. . .  ,/c — 1}. 
This completes the proof. □
Next we present the proof of our main theorems.
P ro o f  o f T heorem  3.1.2. First, let us consider the exceptional cases. In case (i), 
A k \ Z  = so it is a whirl. In case (ii), either E(L) — Z  = Aj and A k \Z  = Ni,
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a wheel; or Z  contains a single element 2  of N\ and we can view z as a rim element 
of N\.  By Lemma 2.4.6, since A k \Z  = Pa(M(W„),U2 <4 ) \z  for some n, we deduce 
that A k \Z  =  W n for some n. In case (iii), it will follow from the argument below 
that A k \Z  is a wheel or a whirl.
Now, we turn to the proof of the general case. If k =  0, then A k \Z  = U2,n for 
some n > 4, so A k \Z  is certainly 3-connected. Now suppose k > 1 and assume 
that |E(L)  — Z\ > 3. Consider the matroid Since Z  avoids the
set of spokes of Ni, it follows by Lemma 2.4.6 that P ^ i N ,  L ) \Z  is a wheel or is 
obtained from a whirl by adding elements that neither increase the rank nor create 
circuits with fewer than three elements. Therefore Pa ^ N ,  L ) \Z  is 3-connected for 
all i in { 1 ,2 ,... ,  &}. These k  3-connected matroids are all restrictions of Ak\Z,  
their ground sets cover E ( A k \Z ), and they all contain E(L)  — Z.  By Theorem
2.2.5, since |E(L)  — Z\ > 3, we conclude that Ak \Z  is 3 -connected.
Now suppose that k > 1 and that \E(L) — Z\ = 2. Let E(L) — Z — {a;,y}. By 
assumption, k >  2. Moreover, for all i, since Z  avoids the set of spokes of TV,, but 
\E(L) — Z\ =  2, Z  must contain a rim element, say Z{ of Nf, and x and y are spokes 
of Ni for each i. Clearly, E(Ni) — Zi is the set of elements of a type-1 chain in Ak. 
The triangles in this chain are still triangles in A k \ Z . By orthogonality, so are the 
triads. It follows that, for all i, E(Ni) — Zi is the set of elements of a type- 1  chain in 
A k \Z  and any two such chains have {x,y}  as their intersection. By Lemma 2.2.3, 
for all j  in { 2 ,3 ,... ,  k}, the restriction of A k \Z  to (jE'(iVi) — z\) U (E(Nj)  — Zj) is 
a wheel or a whirl. Since all these wheels or whirls have E(Ni)  — z\ in common, 
Theorem 2.2.5 implies that A k \Z  is 3-connectcd.
It remains to show that A k \Z  has E(L) — Z  as its set of non-essential ele­
ments except in cases (i)-(iii). From the discussion above, we deduce that in the
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exceptional cases, A k \Z  is indeed a wheel or a whirl, therefore it has no non- 
essential elements. Now assume that none of (i)-(iii) occurs. We need to show 
that
(I) all elements of E(L) — Z  are non-essential; and
(II) all other elements are essential.
But (II) is clear since every element that is not in E(L)  — Z  is in both a triangle 
and a triad and hence is essential.
To prove (I), take any element e from E(L) — Z.  If k =  0, then A ^ \Z  =  U2 ,n for 
some n > 5. Thus every element is deletable and (I) holds. Hence we may assume 
that k >  1. If (D1) and (D2) hold when Z  is replaced by ZUe,  then, by the above 
discussion, A k \ ( Z  U e) is 3-connected and so e is non-essential. Therefore we may 
assume that e is a spoke of N, for some i.
If \E(L) — Z | >  4 and (A k \Z ) \ e  is not 3-connected, then there is a 2 -separation 
{S ,T}  of (Ak\ Z ) \ e .  But either \SC\((E(L) — Z) — e)\ >  2 or \ T n ( ( E ( L ) - Z ) - e ) \  > 
2, as \E(L) — Z | >  4. It follows that either {5Ue,T} or {S,TUe} is a 2-separation 
of A k\Z \  a contradiction. Therefore we may assume that \E(L) — Z | <  3. Since 
we have excluded the exceptional cases, we deduce that k > 2. As e is a spoke 
of Ni, the simplification of A \ \ Z j e  has two elements in series. Therefore this 
simplification is not 3-connected since it has at least four elements. By Theorem 
1.5.9, the cosimplification of A k \ ( Z Ue) is 3-connected. Therefore either Af.\(ZLie) 
is 3-connected or e is in a triad T* of Ak\Z .
It follows that the proof will be completed if we show that the latter case cannot 
occur. The proof of this last fact will be divided into the following two cases:
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(a) |E(L) -  Z\ = 2; or
(b) |E( L)  - Z \ = 3 .
In case (a), since the exceptional cases have been excluded, k > 3. Thus e is 
in triangles of at least three different fans, so, by orthogonality, T* must have at 
least four elements; a contradiction.
In case (b), suppose that T* — {e, / ,  g}. By orthogonality, \T*Ci(E(L)—Z)\ > 2. 
So we may suppose that /  E E(L).  For each i in { 1 ,2 ,... ,  k}, there is a triangle 
of Ni that meets E(L ) — Z  in e or / .  Thus, by orthogonality, T* must contain an 
element of E(N{) — E(L). As k > 2, it follows that |T*| >  4; a contradiction. □
Next we prove the second of the two main results of this chapter.
P ro o f  of T heorem  3.1.3. By Theorem 3.1.2, every matroid in M. obeys (1) and
(2). Thus it suffices to prove that if M  is a 3-connected matroid in which the set 
X  of non-essential elements obeys (1) and (2), then M  is in M .. We shall argue by 
induction on \E(M)\. Note that if M  is a wheel or a whirl, or if r(M) = 2, then 
M  is certainly in A4. Thus we may assume that r(M) > 3 and that M  is neither 
a wheel nor a whirl.
Since r(X) = 2 and r(M) > 3, there is an element e of M  that is essential 
and does not lie in cl(AT). By Theorem 2.1.7, M  has a type-1 fan T  contain­
ing e. Since e ^ cl{X), we conclude that |£ l(Jr)| > 5. Let the links of T  be 
{Vo, a-’o, 2/i}, {-to, 2/i, a'i}, ■ ■ •, {yn, x n,yn+i} for some positive integer n. Then Theo­
rem 2.1.9 implies that either
(I) M  =  PA2 (M(W n+2 ) ,M 2) where A2 =  {yo,yn+uh}\ Wn+2 is labelled as in 
Figure 2.2 with z relabelled as /t; and M2 is M \ x o, x \ , . . . ,  xn, y \ , y2, . . . ,  yn; or
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(II) M  = Pai (M (W n+2 ) , M i) \ z  where Ai =  {y0,y  n+i,z}; Wn + 2 is labelled as in 
Figure 2.2; and M\ is obtained from the matroid M / x q , x i ,  . . .  ,arn_i\?/i,y2, ■ ■ ■ , Un  
by relabelling x n as z; and Mi is 3-connected.
The non-essential elements of M  all lie in X  and are all deletable, and rM(X)  =  
2. In case (I), if |P (M 2)| <  4 , then M  is certainly in M.. Thus we may assume 
that \E(M2)\ > 5. We show next that (1) and (2) hold for M2. Since X  C P(M 2) 
and M2 is a restriction of M, it follows that rM2 (X)  =  2. By Proposition 2.4.4, 
if /  is an essential element of M  that is in P(M 2), then /  is essential in M2. 
Thus the set X 2 of non-essential elements of M2 is a subset of X .  Therefore, 
rM3 (Ar2) <  2 and (2) holds. Moreover, by Proposition 2.4.4 again, if e G X2, since 
\E(M2\ > 5, M2/e  is 3-connected if and only if M /e  is 3-connected. Thus either X2 
is empty or all elements of X2 are deletable but not contractible. By the induction 
assumption, M2 is in M.. Since M  — P a2 (M(W„+2), M2) and W2 is a subset of X , 
it is straightforward to see that M  is also in M. with L — Z  being clM2 (A2).
We may now assume that case (II) occurs. If |P (M i)| < 4, then, by Lemma
2.4.6, it is easy to see that M  is either a wheel or a whirl; a contradiction to 
our assumption. Thus \E{My)\ >  5. A similar argument to the one in the pre­
vious paragraph will show that (1) and (2) hold for M\.  By induction again, 
Pai {M (Wn+2), Mi) is in M  with E(L)  — Z  being cIm, (Ai). To show that M  is in 
A4, we need to show that we can delete z from Pa, (M(>V„+2), Mi) and still get a 
member of A4.
Since Mi is in A4, we can form it from a line L and a set iVi, A/'2, . . . ,  Nk 
of wheels as described in Section 3.1. The final step in this construction is the 
deletion of the elements of Z  from the matroid that results from a sequence 
of k generalized parallel connections. Consider the matroid Ak. This matroid
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contains the common triangle Ai of M (W n+2) and Mi. Relabel this triangle as 
Afc+i and let
M  =  PAk+1 (Nk+1 , A k) where Nk+l =  M(W n+2).
Thus
A k+l\ Z  = PAk+1 (Nk+uAk\ Z ) =  PAl(M(W„+2),M 1).
Therefore M  is A k+i \ ( Z  U 2 ). To show that M  is in Ml, we need to check that, 
for all i in { 1 ,2 ,. .. ,  k +  1}, (£>1) and (D2) hold when Z  is replaced by Z  U 2 .
First we show that (Dl) holds. Suppose that, for some i such that r(Ni) > 4, 
the set Z  U 2 meets the set of spokes of N{. Then i < k and 2  is a spoke of Ni. 
Let {2 , u, u} be a triangle of iV, meeting L in z. Then u or v, say v, is a spoke 
of N{. Now we show that M ju  is 3-connected and thus get a contradiction as M  
has no contractible elements. In fact, since M \u  has a 2-circuit in M, it is not 
3-connected as it has at least four elements. Therefore, M /u  is 3-connected. But u 
is not in any triangle of M  since z is not in E(M).  Therefore M /u  is 3-connected; 
a contradiction.
Next we show that (D2) holds. Suppose there is some i such that r(iV;) =  3 and 
Z U z contains two elements 2 and e of Nj. Let {2 , e, /}  be a triad of N  meeting 
L in {z,e}.  Note that M \ f  has a 2-circuit in M, and thus is not 3-connected, as 
it has at least four elements. Therefore M / f  is 3-connected. But M / f  is simple 
since neither e nor 2 is in M. Therefore M / f  is 3-connected. This contradiction 
completes the proof. □
Next we prove Corollary 3.1.4, which characterizes all type-1 matroids.
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P roof of Corollary 3.1.4. By Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, if M  is am atroid in M 2, 
then M  is a type-1 matroid. Conversely, if M  is a type-1 matroid, by Theorem
3.1.3, there is some matroid A *. and some subset Z  of a line L with at least three 
elements such that M  = Ak\Z .  Since M  is a type-1  matroid, we conclude that 
|E(L) — Z | =  2 and k > 3. Suppose E(L ) — Z  — {x,y}.  Then, by (D l) and (D2), 
every wheel attached to L must use both x  and y as its spokes. Therefore M  is in
M 2. □
C hapter 4 
A  C haracterization  o f  T ype-3  M atroids
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we characterized all matroids in which all non-essential elements 
lie on the same line and all such elements are deletable. As a consequence, we 
characterized all type-1 and type-2 matroids. In this chapter, we shall characterize 
all type-3 matroids, that is, all 3-connected matroids with exactly two non-essential 
elements x  and y, the first of which is contractible but not deletable, and the second 
of which is deletable but not contractible.
Let M  be atype-3 matroid. By Theorem 2.1.7, every element e in E(M) — {x, y} 
is in a unique type-3 fan with ends x  and y. Any two distinct fans of M  have {x, y} 
as their intersection. Suppose M  has k distinct type-3 fans. Since the union of 
these fans is E(M)  and M  is 3-connected, it is straightforward to show that k ^  1. 
Hence k > 2.
For k > 3, we shall use A4 to denote the class of type-3 matroids with k fans 
in which all fans are trivial. We will characterize all matroids in Afu- Moreover, we 
shall prove that every type-3 matroid with k fans where k > 3 can be constructed 
from one of the matroids in Afk by attaching some wheels along triangles in the 
root matroid and then deleting the corresponding rim elements.
If k = 2, we shall divide the type-3 matroids with k fans into five classes that 
will depend both on the root matroid and on the number of internal spokes in the 
two fans. We shall show that the only graphic type-3 matroids with two fans are 
twisted wheels. These are defined as follows: take two wheels with at least three
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spokes and with disjoint ground sets. Suppose Ai and A2 are triangles of these 
two wheels. We identify one spoke in Ai with a spoke in A2 such that the two hubs 
are not identified. Here if either wheel has rank three, then we designate a hub for 
it. Then we delete the rim elements in Ai and A2 and add an edge between the 
two vertices of degree two in the resulting graph. An example of a twisted wheel 
is shown in Figure 4.1. We will refer to the cycle matroid of a twisted wheel as 
just a twisted wheel.
X
F igure  4.1.
Next, we state the main theorems of this chapter. All the proofs will be delayed 
until Section 4.3. The first theorem determines all type-3 matroids with exactly k 
fans where k > 3 and each fan has no internal spokes.
(4.1.1) T heorem . Let M  be a matroid and k be an integer exceeding 2. Suppose 
x  and y are two elements of M.  Then M  E Afk and M  has x  and y as its non- 
essential elements if and only if E(M)  — {.t, y} can be partitioned into two subsets 
{<ti, a2, . . .  , «*,} and {hi, ft2, . . . ,  bk} such that C(M) =  C\ U C2 U C;j U C4 , where
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( 1 ) Ci = {{y,a,i,bi} : i =  1 , 2 , . . . , A:};
(2) C2 =  {{aiibiidjibj} : 1 < i < j <  &};
(3) Cz C {{x, d\, d2, ■ ■ ■, dk} : di 6  {a,-, 6 ,} for * =  1,2,...,A:} and any two members
of C3 have at most k — 1 common elements; and
(4) C4 =  {X C E(M) : x E X ,  |X | =  k + 2 and X  does not contain any element
of Ci U C2 U C3 }.
We remark here that, by Theorem 4.1.1, if M  € Afk, then M \ x  is precisely 
the matroid that is formed by taking the parallel connection of k 3-point lines, 
{y, o-i,bi}, {y, a2, b2} , . . . ,  {y, a*., b ,̂ }, across the basepoint y (see Figure 4.2 noting
that the matroid shown actually has rank k +  1 .)
y
Figure 4.2.
Next, we construct a class of matroids 7Zk from Afk■ We start from a matroid 
N q in Afk- We shall call Nq the root matroid. Since No has exactly k fans and each 
fan has no internal spokes, by Theorem 2.1.7, Nq has exactly k triangles, all of 
them containing the deletable element y. Denote the triangles by Ai, A2 , . . . ,  A*., 
where A, =  6,}. Suppose t < k. Let Ni, N2, . . . ,  N t be a collection of
wheels, each having rank at least three such that E(No), E (N i ) , . . . ,  E(N t) are all 
disjoint. Let Aj, A'2, . . . ,  A't be triangles of Â i, N2, . . . ,  Nt, respectively. Identify
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the elements of A, and A'- such that y is identified with a spoke of TV,- for all i 
in {1,2, . . .  , i}. Denote the rim element of A'- by Z(. We construct a sequence of 
matroids as follows: let i?o — Afo; for some t < k and each i in {1 , 2 , . . . ,t}, let 
Ri = PAi{Ni, Ri-i); that is, we attach t wheels to the root matroid by repeated 
generalized parallel connections. A matroid M  is in 7Zk if and only if there is an 
integer t < k such that M  =  Rt\z \ ,Z 2 , ■ ■ ■, zt.
(4.1.2) Lemma. In the above construction, for each j  < k, A; =  {y, a, , &,} is 
the unique triangle of a trivial type-3 fan of Rj for all i in {j  +  1, j  +  2 , . . . ,  k}. 
Moreover, Rj has exactly k — j  trivial type-3 fans.
We will prove Lemma 4.1.2 in Section 4.2. By a similar argument to those of 
Lemma 2.4.1 and Lemma 3.1.1, we can show that R t is independent of the order 
in which the wheels W , A^, .. •, Nt are attached to the root matroid No- Thus R t 
is well defined.
Now we state the second main result of this chapter. It says that all type-3 
matroids with at least three fans can be constructed as above.
(4.1.3) Theorem. Let M  be a matroid. Then M  is of type-3 having at least 








Next we consider the case when a type-3 matroid has exactly two fans. One 
example of such a matroid is a twisted wheel. We will show that all the other such 
matroids can be constructed from the whirl >V3 and the matroid Q$ in Figure 4.3 
by attaching wheels and deleting corresponding rim elements, as described above. 
We shall prove that there are at most five classes of matroids with exactly two fans 
having s and t internal spokes, respectively.
Starting from the root matroid H, which is Qe or >V3, we construct several 
classes of matroids as follows. First we assume that s, t > 1. Let A* =  {y,a,, 6 ,} 
for i = 1 , 2  and let W s + 2 and W t+ 2 be wheels with s + 2  and t+ 2  spokes, respectively, 
such that H,M(y\?s+2), and M (W t+2) have disjoint ground sets. Let A'x and A '2 
be triangles of M(>Vs+2) and M(W<+2), respectively. For i =  1,2, identify the 
elements of A' with the elements of A,- in some order such that y is a spoke of A'-. 
Then there are four cases.
(a) a\ is a spoke of M (W S+2) and a.2 is a spoke of M (W t+2);
(b) ax is a spoke of M (W S+2) and a2 is a rim element of M (W t+2);
(c) cii is a rim element of M (W s+2) find «2 is a spoke of M(W/+2);
(d) ax is a rim element of M (W S+2) and a2 is a rim element of M(4Vt+2).
In all cases, denote the rim elements by z\ and Z2 where z\ G {«i, 7>i} and 
Z2 £ {0.2 , ^2 } and construct a matroid M  as follows:
M  = PA2 (M (W <+2), P Ai (M(W s+2 ) , H ) ) \ z x,Z2 ,
that is, we attach two wheels >Vs + 2 and W t + 2  to the root matroid H  and delete the 
corresponding rim elements. Since zx E E (P ^ , (M (W S+2 ) , ^ )  ~  A 2 , by Theorem
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1.8.4, we conclude that
M  = PA2 (M (W t+2), PAl (M(Ws+2), H ) \ z i ) \ z 2 .
Therefore, in each step of attaching a fan, we can perform the deletion of the rim 
element immediately after the corresponding generalized parallel connection.
If s or t is zero, then we only attach one wheel to the root matroid and then 
delete the rim element.
Figure 4.4.
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By symmetry, if H  = Qq, all of cases (a) — (d) yield isomorphic matroids. We 
will denote this matroid by
If H  = W 3, we use M 2 (s , t ) ,M 3 (s , t ) ,M 4 (s,t), and M 3 (s,t) to denote the ma­
troids constructed in cases (a),(6 ),(c), and (d) above. Clearly, by symmetry, 
Mi(s,t)  =  Mi(t ,s ) for i — 1,2, and M 3 (s,t) =  M4 (f, s). We will show in Sec­
tion 4.2 that Me,{s,t) is a whirl. Moreover, if s = t > 1, then M 3 (s,t) = M4 (s, £). 
The diagrams in Figure 4.4 are intended to illustrate geometrically how the wheels 
are attached to the root matroid. We note that in each of the cases shown, the 
resulting matroid has rank five.
The following theorem characterizes all type-3 matroids with exactly two fans.
(4.1.4) T heorem . Let M  be a type-3 matroid with exactly two fans. Suppose 
these two fans have s and t internal spokes, respectively. Then the following hold:
(i) if s and t are distinct and positive, then M  is a twisted wheel, or one of the
matroids Mi(s,t),  M 2 (s,t), M 3 (s,t), and M4 (s,f);
(ii) if s and t are equal and positive, then M  is a twisted wheel, or M  is isomorphic
to one of Mi(s,t) ,  M2 (s,/), and M 3 (s,t);
(iii) if s is positive and t is zero, then M  is isomorphic to one of the matroids 
Mi(s,0) and M2 (s ,0 );
(iv) if s and t are both zero, then M  =  Qq.
4.2 Some P relim inaries
In this section, we will prove some results which will be needed in the proofs of 
our main theorems in this chapter. These results will be used in Chapter 5 also.
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We begin with a lemma which specifies what happens when we break off a wheel 
from a type-3 matroid with k fans.
(4.2.1) Lem m a. Let M  be a type-3 matroid with exactly k fans. Suppose that 
{yo, ^o,2/i}, {^0 , yi, ^ 1}, {2/1, ^ 1, 2/2}, - • ■, {â n, 2/n+i, ^n+i} is a fan with at least six 
elements, where y =  yo and x  =  xn+\ are the two non-essential elements of M  and 
y is deletable. Then
M = PAl(M(Wn+2),M1) \2
where A! =  {yo, Vn+i,z }', W„ + 2 is labelled as in Figure 2.2; Mi is 3-connected and 
is obtained from the matroid M / x 0, x \ , . . . ,  x„_i\yi,  y2, . . . ,  y„ by relabelling xn as 
z; and
(i) if M  is binary, then Mi is also binary;
(ii) iffc >  3, then Mi is also a type-3 matroid with exactly k fans;
(iii) if k — 2, then M\ is a wheel, or a whirl, or a type-3 matroid with exactly two 
fans.
Moreover, if Mi is a type-3 matroid, then Ai is the unique triangle of a trivial fan 
of Mi.
P roof. Consider the given fan and omit the last link {xn, y„+i, x'„+i} from this 
fan. This leaves a chain to which Theorem 2.1.9 can be applied. Hence
M = P*1(M(Wn+2),Mi)\*
where Ai =  {yo,yn+i,2}; FVn+2  is labelled as in Figure 2.2; and M\ is the 
matroid M / x 0 , X \ , . . . ,  :t'n_ i\y i, y2, . . . ,  y„ with xn relabelled as 2 . Moreover, M\ is
3-connected, or M \\z  is 3-connected. If the latter occurs, then we deduce that 
M / xq , x i , . . . , x n-i\yi,y<2 , . . . ,  y„,.rn is 3-connected. But M  has {x-„,y„+1,.r„+i}
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as a cocircuit, so M / x q , x i : . . .  , x n- i \ y i , y 2 , . . . , y n, x n has a cocircuit contained in 
{y„+i,a;n+1}. This matroid has at least four elements since M  has at least two 
fans. Thus M / x 0, x i , . . . ,  .'rn_ i\y i, y2 , . . .  ,yn, xn cannot be 3-connected. We con­
clude that M{\z  is not 3-connected. Hence, M\  is 3-connected.
If M  is binary, since Mi is isomorphic to a minor of A/,  Mi  is also binary. 
Therefore (i) holds.
Next we prove that Mi  has at most two non-essential elements. By Proposition
2.4.5, if e ^ {x,y,  z},  then, as e is essential in M,  it is also essential in Mi.  
Moreover, it is easy to see that {z, xn+i, yn+i} is a triad in Mi.  Therefore, z is in 
both a triangle and a triad in Mi, and thus it is essential. We conclude that Mi  
has at most two non-essential elements.
Now we show that (ii) holds. Assume k > 3. Then it is easy to see that Mi  
has at least six elements. The element y is in at least three triangles of Mi.  Thus 
Mi  is not a wheel or a whirl. Therefore, by Corollary 2.3.5, Mi has exactly two 
non-essential elements, namely, x  and y. Since x  is in a triad and y is in a triangle, 
we conclude that x  is contractible and y is deletable. Thus Mi  is a type-3 matroid. 
By using orthogonality, as Mi is the matroid M / x  o, x i , . . . ,  x n- i \ y i , y 2 , ■ ■ •, yn with 
x n relabelled as z, it is straightforward to check that Mi also has exactly k fans. 
We conclude that (ii) holds.
Next we assume k = 2 and suppose that Mi  is not a wheel or a whirl. Then, 
by the same argument as above, we conclude Mi is a type-3 matroid with exactly 
two fans and having non-essential elements x  and y.
Finally, if Mi is a type-3 matroid, by the above proof, since x = xn+i and y — yu 
are non-essential, we conclude that {yo, z, y„+i}, {z, yn+1, .t„+i } is a maximal chain
and thus is a type-3 fan of M\.  Therefore Ai is the unique triangle of a trivial fan 
of Mi. □
Now we give the proof of Lemma 4.1.2 which was delayed from Section 4.1.
P ro o f  of L em m a 4.1.2. We use induction on j .  If j  — 0, then R 0 = Nq and 
the result holds. Suppose that Lemma 4.1.2 holds for j  < t. Now suppose j  = t. 
By induction, A, =  {y,a(, 6 ,} is the unique triangle of some trivial type-3 fan of 
R t- \  for all i in {t , t + 1 , . . . ,  A:}. Moreover, R t- 1  has exactly k — t + 1  trivial type-3 
fans. Since R t =  Pa, (Nt, R t- 1), Lemma 4.1.2 follows immediately by using Lemma 
2 .2 .8 . □
The next lemma shows that, when we construct a matroid starting from a 
matroid in Afk using the method described in Section 4.1, we do get a type-3 
matroid. We will use the same notation as in Section 4.1.
(4.2.2) Lem m a. For all t in {1,2, . . . ,  k} where k > 3, M  = R t\ z i , z 2, . . . ,  zt is a 
type-3 matroid and has exactly k fans. Moreover, M  has exactly k — t trivial fans, 
the triangles of which are At+i, At+2 , . . . ,  A*,.
P roof. If t — 0, then R 0 = N q 6  Afk and the result holds. Now suppose the lemma 
is true for t < n. Then, for t — n, by definition and Theorem 1.8.3,
M  = R n\ z u z2 , . . . , z n
=  P A „ ( N n , R n - l ) \ z i ,  z 2, . . .  , z n
— P A n (Afn j P ji—l\-*l) ^2 ) • • • > Zn—l)\^n •
Next we use Mi to denote z2, . . . ,  2„_i. By Lemma 4.1.2, we deduce that
A„ is the triangle of a trivial type-3 fan in Mi and z„ is a rim element of N n. 
By Corollary 2.2.7, since both N n and Mi have at least four elements and both 
are 3-connected, M is 3-connected. By the induction assumption, Mi is a type-3
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matroid having k fans and with two non-essential elements, x  and y. Suppose x  is 
contractible and y is deletable. By Theorem 2.1.7, every essential element of Mi 
is in a type-3 fan, and thus is in both a triangle and a triad. Every element in 
Nn is also in both a triangle and a triad. Suppose e G  E ( M ) — {.t,?/}. We will 
show next that e is in both a triangle and a triad of M and thus is essential in M. 
As M  — PA„(Nn, Mi ) \ z n, by Lemma 2.2.8, it is easy to deduce that e is also in 
a triangle of M. Without loss of generality, we suppose that T* is a triad of Mi 
containing e. If e ^ A„, then, by Lemma 4.1.2, since An is the unique triangle of 
a trivial fan of Mi, we deduce that T* fl A„ =  0. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.8, T* is still 
a triad of PAn{Nn,M\).  Since M  = Pa„ (Nn, M\ ) \ z n is 3-connected, T * is also a 
triad of M. Therefore, we may assume that e G An. Since A„ is a trivial fan of Mi, 
we conclude that T* — {e ,x , zn}. In N n, suppose {e, £„,/}  is a triad. Then, by a 
similar proof to the one in Lemma 2.2.8, we deduce that {e, zn,x,  /}  is a cocircuit 
of PAn (Nn, Mi). Therefore, {e, zn,x}  contains a cocircuit of M  = P&n (Nn, Mi ) \ z n. 
Since M  is 3-connected, we conclude that {e,zn,x} is a triad of M.
By the above argument, we conclude that M has at most two non-essential 
elements. Noting that y is in more than two triangles in M  and that M has more 
than four elements, we conclude that M is not a wheel or a whirl. Therefore M has 
exactly two non-essential elements, x and y. Moreover, y is deletable since it is in a 
triangle, while x is contractible since it is in a triad. By induction, Mi has exactly 
k — n +  1 trivial fans which have triangles An, An+i , . . . ,  A*. Now, noting that M 
is 3-connected, it is straightforward to deduce the second part of the lemma from 
Lemma 2.2.8. □
(4.2.3) Lem m a. Let M be a matroid having rank k +  1 for k >  3. Suppose that 
E(M)  =  {x , y ,a \ , b i , . . .  ,ak,bk}, where { y , /;,} is a triangle and a ,, l>,} is a 
triad for all i in {1,2,...,/.:}. Then M is 3-connected.
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Proof. First, by using the circuit elimination axiom with the circuits {y, a,-, 6,} and 
{y, a,j,bj}, we conclude that {a,-, ft,-, o,j,bj} contains a circuit for all 1 < i < j  < k. 
Since {x,a;,&,} is a triad for all i in { 1 ,2 , . . . ,A:}, by orthogonality, {ai:bi,aj,bj} 
itself is a circuit. Clearly, M  is connected. Moreover, M  is both simple and 
cosimple by orthogonality. If M  is not 3-connected, then there is a 2-separation 
{A, B } such that
(i) min{\A\, \B\} >2]
and
(ii) r(A) -4- r(B)  — r ( M ) =  1.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that y £ A.  If min{\A\,  |F?|} =  2, 
then, by Corollary 1.5.6, A  or B  is a 2-circuit or 2-cocircuit; a contradiction. 
Therefore, we may assume that for every 2-separation {X,  Y }  of M, we have 
m m { |X |,|y |}  >  3. For any i in {1,2, . . . ,  A:}, if ae- £ A,  then, since {y, is 
triangle, we conclude that {A U 6 ,-, B  — &*} is also a 2-separation of M  by Theorem 
1.5.5.
If x  £ B,  then, by the above discussion, we may assume that A = {y , ai, bi, a2, 
&2 , • • •, at, bt} for some t < k. By orthogonality again, we deduce that the set 
{y, tti, ft2i ■ • • j 0(} is independent. Therefore r(A) >  t + 1. Now we show that 
r(B) > k +  2 — t. In fact, if { x , a t+ i , a t+2 , ■ • ■ ,ak,bk} is dependent, then by 
orthogonality, {a;,afc,5fc} contains a circuit; a contradiction since this set has only 
one common element with the triad {.t, a\ , }. It follows that
r(A) + r(B)  -  r(M ) > t +  1 +  (k + 2 — t) — (lb +  1 ) =  2 ;
a contradiction.
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Therefore, we may assume that x  ^  B.  Thus we may assume that A = 
{#,?/, ai ,bi ,a2 ,b2 , . . .  ,at ,bt} for some t < k — 1. In this case, by a similar ar­
gument, we have
r(A) +  r{B) -  r(M) > t  + 2 + (k + l - t ) - ( k  + l) = 2.
This contradiction completes the proof. □
(4.2.4) Lemma. Let M  be a type-3 matroid having exactly two fans. Then M  
is either a twisted wheel, or M  can be constructed from the matroid Q q or the 
whirl W 3 by the method described in Section 4.1. Moreover, if M  is not a twisted 
wheel, then M  has a Q q-  or W 3-minor.
Proof. If s =  t =  0, then M  has exactly six elements. But the set of 3- 
connected matroids with exactly six elements consists of Pq (see Figure 4.5), 
<56, TV3 , W 3, t/2,6 ? C/3,6 , and 1/4,6 (seei for example, Oxley [36]). It is easy to see 
that M  = Q q .
9
•  •  
•  •  •
Figure 4.5.
Next, we assume that s > t — 0. Then, by Lemma 4.2.1, we deduce that 
M  — PA(M(>V,+2), M i ) \ z , where Mi has exactly six elements and is isomorphic 
to M(Wq)  or W 3, or M\ is a type-3 matroid with exactly six elements. In the last
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case, Mi =  Q q by the above discussion. But if Mi =  M(Wz),  then it is easy to 
see that M  =  M ( W S+3); a contradiction. Thus the lemma holds in this case.
We may now assume that s > t >  1. By Lemma 4.2.1 again, we deduce 
that M =  PAi(M(>Vs+2) ,Mi ) \ 2 i, where Mi is either a wheel or a whirl with 
t + 3 spokes, or a type-3 matroid with two fans having t and zero internal spokes, 
respectively. If Mi is a type-3 matroid, then, by the previous paragraph, we 
conclude that Mi =  P a ( M (Wt+2 ) , w h e r e  M2 has exactly six elements. 
Thus M2 is isomorphic to M{Wq),  W 3, or Q q . If M2 is isomorphic to W 3, or 
Qq, then the lemma certainly holds. Thus we may assume that M2 =  M ( W 3), 
and so M\  is a wheel. Therefore we may assume that Mi is a wheel M ( W t+3 ) 
or a whirl W t+3. In the former case, by Theorem 1.8.4, it is easy to deduce 
that M  is isomorphic to a twisted wheel. In the latter case, by Lemma 2.4.6, 
P/\{M(Wt+2), LV3)\^  = W (+3. Therefore M can be constructed from W 3.
From the proof, it is clear that either M is a twisted wheel or it has Q q or >V3 
as a minor. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.4. □
Next we prove the following result which will be used in the proof of Theorem 
4.1.4. We shall use the same notation as we did in Section 4.1, where Mi(s,t) is 
defined for i — 1,2,3,4, 5.
(4.2.5) Lem m a. The following statements hold:
(i) M5 (s,t) is a whirl.
(ii) If s and t are distinct and positive, then ), M 2 (s,t), M$(s,t),  and
M4 (s,t) are non-isomorphic type-3 matroids. Each of these matroids has 
exactly two fans having s and t internal spokes, respectively.
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(iii) If s and t are equal and positive, then M\{s,t),  M 2 (s,t), and M3 (s,t)are 
non-isomorphic type-3 matroids. Each matroid has exactly two fans having 
s and t internal spokes, respectively. Moreover, M3 (s,f) =  M^{s,t).
(iv) If s is positive, then M i(s,0) and M 2 (s, 0) are non-isomorphic type-3 ma­
troids having exactly two fans with s and zero internal spokes, respectively. 
Moreover, M 2 (s, 0) “  M 3 (s, 0) and M4 (s, 0) “  W s+3.
P roof. First, if s and t are positive, we prove that M  =  Mi(s, t ) is a type-3 
matroid for all i =  1, 2,3, 4. By the definition of M t(s, t ) ,  using a similar argument 
to the proof of Lemma 4.2.2, we conclude that M  has at most two non-essential 
elements. Now we show that x  is not in any triangle. If x  is in a triangle T, by 
orthogonality, we deduce that T  is a subset of the ground set of the root matroid. 
That is impossible by the construction of M. Therefore, M is not a wheel or a 
whirl. Since y is in some triangle, by Theorem 2.1.7, M  is a type 3-matroid in 
which y is deletable and x  is contractible. Clearly, M  has exactly two fans having 
s and t internal spokes, respectively. Similarly, if s >  0 , we can show that Mi(s,  0) 
and M2 (s, 0) are type-3 matroids having exactly two fans with s and zero internal 
spokes, respectively. Now we prove (i)-(iv).
(i) By using Lemma 2.3.3 and Lemma 2.2.8 twice, we conclude that M${s,t) is
a wheel or a whirl. But it has W 3 as a minor. Therefore it is a whirl.
(ii) We need only show that the four matroids in question are non-isomorphic. 
First, we show that M\{s, t)  ^  M{(s,t) for all i =  2,3,4. We will abbreviate 
Mi(s,t)  as Mi for all i = 1,2,3,4. Assume that 9? is an isomorphism between 
Mi and M,- where i E {2,3,4}. In Mi and Mi, y is the only deletable and x is 
the only contractible element. Thus the isomorphism must fix these two elements. 
Moreover, because every fan in each matroid has at least one internal spoke, there
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is an ordering on the elements of each fan which is determined as follows: suppose 
we have a fan with links {y0, %o, 2/1}, {^o, Vu -Ti}, {Vu %i, 2/2 }, ■ • •, {%n, y«+i, ^n+i}, 
where yo = y and x n+i = x. Then this fan has an ordering yo, x0, y i , x j , y2, • • ■, x n, 
yn, x n+i. We call yn the critical element of the fan. Under the map ip, a fan in Mi 
must map to a fan in M,-, and the ordering on the elements must be preserved. In 
each of M\  and M, , if we break all the fans off, we will get isomorphic matroids. 
(Here breaking off a fan means deleting all internal spokes and contracting all other 
elements of the fan except for the critical element.) But the resulting matroids are 
Qe and >V3, by the construction. This is a contradiction since the last two matroids 
are not isomorphic.
A slight modification to the above argument shows that Mi(s, t)  ^  M,-(s,i) for 
all i =  2,3,4 and all s > t > 0.
Next we prove M 2 (s,t) ^  Ma(s,t).  If there is an isomorphism 0, then, by the 
same reason as in the above proof, 4> will fix x  and y and the corresponding elements 
in each fan. Therefore there is a unique isomorphism since s ^ t .  In particular, the 
set of critical elements must be preserved. The set of critical elements of M 2 (s, t) 
and M ‘i(s, t)  are D\ =  {0 1 , 0 2 } and D 2 =  {0 1 , 6 2}, respectively. By symmetry, we 
may assume that 4>(a2) = b2. Now we break off the fans again, and we should get 
isomorphic matroids M 2 and M3 (see Figure 4.6); that is, C is a circuit of M '2 if 
and only if 4>(C) is a circuit of M3 . But in M^, the two elements o2 and x are 
not in a triangle. But their images, b2 and x  are in a triangle of M^; this is a 
contradiction.
Finally, we prove that Mo(s,t) ^  M}(s,f). If there is an isomorphism, then by 
the above discussion, since s t , oj must map to b\ and b2 must map to a2. Then 
we break off the two fans of M 2 (s,t) and Mj(s',f), respectively. Now, in the two
resulting matroids, b2,x  are in a triangle of the first matroid. But their images, a2 
and x, are not in a triangle of the second matroid. This contradiction completes 





(iii) By symmetry, since s =  t, it is clear that M3 (s,t) =  M^s^t) .  By a similar 
argument to that given above, we can show that M\(s, t ) ,  M 2 (s,t), M3 (s,t) are all 
non-isomorphic.
(iv) By the proof of (ii), M i(s,0) ^  M 2 (s,0). Since t = 0, by definition, 
M 2( s , Q )  =  M3 (s ,0). Moreover, by Lemma 2.2.8 and Lemma 2.2.3, M/i(s,0) is 
either a wheel M ( W S+3) or a  whirl >VS+3. But this matroid has W 3 as a minor. 
Thus M j(s,0) is isomorphic to W '^3. □
4.3 T he Proofs
I11 this section, we prove the main results of this chapter beginning with 
Theorem 4.1.1.
P ro o f  of T heorem  4.1.1. Suppose M  is in Mk\ that is, M  is a cype-3 matroid 
with exactly k fans, J-i,J-2 , . . . , Tk,  where k >  3 with each fan having exactly four
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elements. Suppose x  and y are the two non-essential elements of M  such that x is 
contractible and y is deletable. Suppose E(Ei)  =  {a?,y,a,-, b,}. By Theorem 2.1.7, 
E(M)  = {ar, y,ai,  6 1 , 0 2 , 6 2 , . . . ,  a*, &*}.
Let Ci =  {{y,ai,bi} : i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  k}; C2 =  {{a,-, 6 ,-, aj} bj} : 1 < i < j  < k}\ 
C3 = {C E C(M) : x E C,\C\ = k + 1 }; and C4 = C(M)  -  (C: UC2 UC3).
Note that Ci U C2 C C(M).  We deduce that C(M)  =  Ci U C2 U C3 U C4 .
Next we prove that Ci,C2 ,C3 , and C4 satisfy (l)-(4) in Theorem 4.1.1. Clearly, 
we need only show that (3) and (4) hold. By orthogonality, {ai,o2, . .. ,cif,,bi} is 
independent. Thus r(M) > fc + 1. Similarly, r*(M) > k + 1. Since \E(M)\  =  2k+2 , 
we conclude that r(M) — r*(M) — k + 1. Consider the matroid M \x .  It has k 2- 
cocircuits {ai, 6 ,}. Note that {a,-, y} is a triangle of M \ x  for all i in {1,2, . . . ,  k}. 
Thus M \ x / y  is the direct sum of k matroids each consisting of two elements in 
parallel. By Theorem 1.8.2(ii), M \ x  is the parallel connection of k three-point lines 
{cii,bi,y} with common basepoint y. This means that the circuits of M  avoiding 
x  are precisely all sets {a,-, 6,, y} for i in {1 , 2 , . . . ,  & }, and all sets {a*, bi, aj, bj} for 
1 < i < j  <  k. Similarly, the cocircuits of M  avoiding y are all sets {cii,bi,x} for i 
in {1 , 2 , . . . ,  k} and all sets {a;, 6 ,-, aj, bj} for i < i < j  < k.
Therefore, by orthogonality, any remaining circuit of M  contains x  and thus 
ai or b{ for all i. Thus any circuit of M  has size three, four, k +  1, or k + 2, as 
r(M) = k + l.
Now we prove that (3) holds. Let C be a circuit in C3 . Since x E C and 
\C\ ■= k + 1, the above discussion implies that \C fl {«,■,&,}! =  1. Therefore 
C  =  d], ci2, . . . ,  (I j;\ where dt E {(ii,bi) for all i in { 1 , 2 , . Now suppose 
C\ is another member of C3. Then C\ = [x, ej, e2, . . . ,  e*.}, say, where e, E {u,,^}
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for all i. If |CnCi| > k, then since C /  C i, we conclude that |CUCi| =  k. By the 
circuit elimination axiom, there is a circuit Ci of M  such that Ci  C (C U C\) — x. 
Since x £ Ci  and y ^ C U C\, it follows by orthogonality that Ci G  Ci. But 
I Cl fl C| = k, so (C U Ci) — x  cannot contain a member of Ci. This contradiction 
completes the proof of (3).
Next we prove (4). Since C4 = C(M)  — (Ci UCi UC3 ), no member of C4 contains 
a member of C\ U Ci U C3 . Therefore, if C G C 4 ,  then x  G C and | C |  = k + 2. On 
the other hand, if there is a subset X  of E(M)  containing x such that |JN| =  k + 2, 
and X  contains no member of C\ U Ci U C3, then we will show that X  G  C4 . In 
fact, since |X| =  k +  2 =  r(M)  +  1, X  contains a circuit of M.  But X  contains no 
member of C\ U Ci U C 3 .  Therefore, X  itself is a circuit. This completes the proof 
of (4) and thereby finishes the proof of the forward implication of Theorem 4.1.1.
Conversely, suppose we have a set E  —  { d j ,  a i , . . . ,  a * , ,  6 1  , b i , . . . ,  b k , x ,  y }  and 
collections C i ,  C i ,  C 3 ,  and C4  of subsets of E  satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. 
We shall show that there is indeed a type-3 matroid M  having E  as ground set 
and Ci  U C i  U C 3 U C4  as circuit set. We shall also show this matroid M  has exactly 
k  fans, with each fan having exactly four elements. Let C = C\ U Ci U C3  U C4.
(4.3.1) Lemma. C is the circuit set of a matroid on E.
Proof. We shall show that circuit axioms hold for C. Note that C consists of a 
collection of nonempty sets, none of which is a proper subset of another. Thus it 
suffices to show that C satisfies the circuit elimination axiom:
(C3) If C\ and Ci are distinct members of C with a common element e, then 
there is a member C;j of C such that C;j C  [C\ U C->) — e.
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If both Ci and C2 are in C\ UC2 , it is straightforward to check that (C3 ) holds. 
Thus, by symmetry, we may assume that one of the following cases occurs:
(i) C\ E  C3 and C2 G C3 ,
(ii) Cl G Cl and C2 G C3;
(iii) Ci G C2 and C2 G C3;
(iv) C2 G CA.
In case (i), we assume that Ci = {x , 4 ,  d2, . . . ,  4 }  and C2 = {2:, ei, e2, . . . ,  e*,} 
where for all i G {1,2, . . . ,  A:}, both 4  and e* are in {a,, />,}, and \Ci U C2| < k — 1. 
W ithout loss of generality, we may assume that di 7  ̂ ei, and d2 7̂  e2 - Therefore, 
for any e G Ci fl C2, (Ci U C2 ) —e contains {di,ei ,d2 ,e2} =  {«i, 4 ,  «2 ,4}> which 
is certainly in C.
In case (ii), we may assume that Ci — {a, ,4,y} and C2 = {x ,d i ,d2, . . .  , 4 } ,  
where for all j  G {1,2, . . . , / ;},  dj is in [aj, bj}. Then the common element e =  d, G 
{a,, bi}. Without loss of generality, we may assume that d, =  a,-. Then (Ci U C2 ) — 
e {.t, y , di, c/2 , . . . ,  c/,_i, bi, d^ i ,  c/̂ ,}. If {x , o?i. . . ,  c/,_i, bi, c/j_j_i, . . . ,  c/̂ .} G C3 , then 
(C3) holds; otherwise, \{Ci U C2) — e\ = k + 2, and (Ci U C2 ) — e does not contain 
any member of Ci, C2 , or C3 . Thus (Ci U C2 ) — e E C4 C C.
In case (iii), by relabelling if necessary, we may assume that e = ai, Ci = 
{ai ,bi ,a2, b2}, and C2 =  {2 , cti, d2 . . . ,  4 } ,  where d, G {«,-,&.,■} for i in {2,3, . . . ,  k}. 
Now (Ci U C2 ) — e has exactly k +  2 elements and does not contain any element of 
Ci and C2. Since x  G (Ci U C2) — e, it follows by the definition of C3 and C4 , that 
either (Ci U C2) — e contains a member of C3 , or (Ci U C2) — e E  C4 .
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Finally, in case (iv), suppose that C\ E C and C2 G C4 . Thus x  E C2 and 
|C2| = k + 2. If e ^  a;, then (Ci U C2) — e has at least fc 4 - 2 elements and contains 
x. By the definition of C, it is straightforward to see that (C\ U C2) — e contains 
a member of C. If e =  x  E C\ fl C2, then Ci is in C3 or C4. First, we assume that 
Ci G C3 . By relabelling if necessary, we may assume that Ci =  {a\ , a2, . . . ,  a*., a;}. 
Since Ci $7 C2, we conclude that |C2 — Ci| >  2. Now, either {y, 6 ,} C C2 — Ci 
for some i, or {bi,bj} C C2 — Ci for some i ^  j .  In either case, (Ci U C2) — x 
contains a member of C\ U C2 C C. Now suppose that Ci G C\. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that {.r, a i , a2, . . . ,  a/J C Ci. Therefore either (I) 
Ci =  {x, ?/,ai,a2, . . .  ,afc}, or (II) Ci =  {x, ai, a2, . . . ,  ak, 6 ,} for some i < k. Let 
ei G C2 -  Ci. In (I), ei =  bj for some j  < k. Therefore (Ci U C2) — x  contains 
{cij, bj, y}, which is in C\. In (II), either ei =  y, or ei =  bj for some j  ^  i. In either 
case, (Ci U C2) — x  contains a member of C. This completes the proof of (4.3.1). □
From (4.3.1), we conclude that there is a matroid M  having C as its circuit 
set. Clearly, r(M)  =  k +  1, M  is connected, and every element except x  is in 
some triangle. Moreover, for all i in (1 ,2 , . . . ,  the set E(M)  — {cii,bj,x} is a 
maximal non-spanning set, that is, a hyperplane of M.  Thus {u*, bi:x} is a triad 
for all i in { 1 , 2 , . . . , A:}. By orthogonality, y is not in any triad. Similarly, x  is 
not in any triangle. Next we prove that M  is indeed a matroid of required type. 
First, by Lemma 4.2.3, M  is 3-connected. Moreover, since y is in more than two 
triangles and M  has at least six elements, M  is not a wheel or a whirl. Thus, 
by Corollary 2.3.5, M  has at least two non-essential elements. But every element 
except x  and y is in both a triangle and a triad, and x  is in some triads, while y 
is in some triangles. Therefore, M  has exactly two non-essential elements, with x 
being contractible but not deletable, and y being deletable but not contractible. 
Moreover, each fan of M  has exactly four elements, namely, {«,, bn x, y } for all i in
{1,2, . . . ,  A:}. Therefore, M  is in the matroid class Afk- This completes the proof 
of Theorem 4.1.1. □
Now we prove Theorem 4.1.3, the second main result of this chapter.
P ro o f  o f T heorem  4.1.3. By Lemma 4.2.2, if M  G 77+ for some k > 3, then M  is 
a type-3 matroid with exactly k fans. Conversely, if M  is a type-3 matroid having 
k fans for some k > 3, then we will show that M  G 77*,. We use induction on the 
number of elements in M . By Theorem 2.1.7, the set of non-essential elements of 
M  can be partitioned into k classes such that two elements are in the same class if 
and only if they are in a common fan. Let . . . ,  Tk be the fans of M.  Then
E(M)  =  Ui=i Et f i ) .  If, for alii in {1,2, . . . ,  k}, \E(Ti)\ =  4, then M  G A/*,. There­
fore M  G 7Zk- Otherwise, there is a fan, say F\,  having at least six elements. Sup­
pose the links of are {y0, x 0 , 2/i}, {x0, yu ®i}, {2/1, x u y2} , . . .  , { X n , 2/71+1, 3-n+l} i 
By Lemma 4.2.1,
M  =  Pa (M(>V„+2),M 1)\z;
where A =  {yQ, yra+i, 2 }; W„ + 2 is labelled as in Figure 2.2; and M\  is obtained from 
the matroid M / x 0, x i , . . . ,  xn- i \ y i , y 2 , ■ ■ ■ > Un by relabelling x n as 2 . Moreover, M\  
is also a type-3 matroid with exactly k  fans. By induction, there is a matroid N q in 
Afk and some integer t such that Mi =  Rt\zi ,  22, • • •, zt- Thus, by using Theorem 
1.8.3, we get
M  =  P ^ (M ( W n+2 ) ,Rt) \zi ,Z2 , . . . , Z t,Z.
By the construction procedure, now we need only to prove that A is a triangle of 
N q . By Lemma 4.2.1, A is the unique triangle of a trivial fan of M\.  By Lemma 
4.1.2, all the triangles in a trivial fan of M\  are still triangles of N q . Therefore, A 
is a triangle of N q . We conclude that M  G  77+. □
Next we present the last main result of this chapter.
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P ro o f  o f T heorem  4.1.4. By Lemma 4.2.5, it suffices to show that if M  is a 
type-3 matroid with exactly two fans having s and t internal spokes, then M  is 
isomorphic to one of the matroids in the statement of the theorem.
(i) Assume that s /  I and s, t  > 1. Suppose M  is not a twisted wheel. Then, 
by Lemma 4.2.4, M  can be constructed from Q q  or >V3 by the method described 
in Section 4.1. By symmetry, if the root matroid is Q q ,  then M  =  Mi(s,t).  
Otherwise, by symmetry, since there are only four different ways to attach the two 
wheels to W 3, as described in Section 4.1, and since M${s,t) is isomorphic to a 
whirl, we conclude that M  is isomorphic to one of the matroids M, (s, t) for some i 
in {2,3,4}. Moreover, by Lemma 4.2.5, these matroids are non-isomorphic type-3 
matroids having two fans with s and t internal spokes. Thus the theorem holds in 
this case.
(ii) If s = t > 1 and M  is not a twisted wheel, by the same argument as 
above, we conclude that M  is isomorphic to one of for i £ {1,2, . . .  ,5}.
But by Lemma 4.2.5, M 3 (s, t ) =  M 4 (s,t) if s =  t, and M 5 (s,t) is isomorphic to a 
whirl. Therefore, M  is isomorphic to a twisted wheel, or to one of the matroids 
M i(s,t), M2 (s,f), and M3 (s,t). Moreover, by Lemma 4.2.5, all these matroids are 
non-isomorphic and are type-3 matroids having two fans, with each fan having 
s =  t internal spokes. Thus the theorem holds in this case.
(iii) If s > t — 0, then, by the above argument again, noting that a twisted 
wheel has at least one internal spoke in each fan, we conclude that M  is isomorphic 
to one of Mi(s,  0) for i = 1,2,3,4,5.  By Lemma 4.2.5, M2 (s,0) =  M3 (s,0); 
M 4( s , 0 )  =  W s+3; and M5 (s ,0) is a whirl. Moreover, both M i(s,0) and M2 (s,0) 
are type-3 matroids having exactly two fans with s and zero internal spokes. Thus 
the theorem holds in this case.
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(iv) If s — t — 0, then we have shown that M  =  Qe- This completes the proof 
of Theorem 4.1.4. □
C hapter 5 
C onsequences
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will derive some consequences for binary and graphic ma- 
troids from the main theorems in Chapters 2-4. Tutte’s Wheels Theorem charac­
terizes all simple 3-connected graphs with no non-essential edges. Theorem 2.1.7 
shows that the set of non-essential elements in a 3-connected matroid M  has rank 
at least two if M  is not a wheel or a whirl. In this chapter, we will character­
ize all 3-connected binary and graphic matroids such that the set of non-essential 
elements has rank two.
Suppose M  is a 3-connected binary matroid having X  as its set of non-essential 
elements. Assume that r ( X ) =  2. Then either |W| >  3 or |X | =  2. If |A"| >  3, 
then, since M  is binary, M  has no C/2,4-restriction, so |AT| =  3. In this case, all 
elements in X  are deletable, but not contractible. If |AT| =  2, then M  is a type-1, 
type-2, or type-3 binary matroid. Thus exactly one of the following occurs:
(1 ) M  has exactly three collinear non-essential elements, each of which is deletable
but not contractible;
(2 ) M  is of type-1;
(3) M  is of type-2 ;
(4) M  is of type-3.
We shall show that in cases (1) and (2), M  is graphic and there is exactly one 
class of graphs in each case; in case (3), M  is cographic; and in case (4), M  is
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either a twisted wheel or a member of one of two classes of binary matroids whose 
structure will be described later in this section.
First, we define two classes of graphs, Q$ and multi-dimensional wheels. In 
each case, we start from a triangle K 3 , with edge-set {x,y,  z}. Let k > 2 and 
N i , N 2, . . . , N k  be k wheels such that {x, y, z}, E (N i ) ,E ( N2), . . . ,  E (Nk) are dis­
joint and r(Ni) > 3 for all i in {1,2, . . . ,  fc}. In each iV,-, choose a triangle A* 
and identify this triangle with {x,y,  z }. £ 3  is the class of graphs that can be con­
structed in this way. An example of such a graph is shown in Figure 5.1. To obtain 
a k-dimensional wheel, W(k),  the above construction is modified as follows: for 
all i in {1,2, . . . ,&}, we attach AT,- to the triangle {:r, y, z} such that x  and y are 
identified with the spokes of AT*; then we delete z from the resulting graph. Clearly, 
a 2 -dimensional wheel is just an ordinary wheel. For k > 3, the cycle matroid of a 
A;-dimensional wheel W(k)  has exactly two non-essential elements, namely, x and 
y, and both of these are deletable but not contractible. We shall call the cycle 
matroid of a /c-dimensional wheel just a A;-dimensional wheel. Figure 5.2 shows an 




Now we state the first two main results of this chapter. All the proofs will be 
delayed until Section 5.2.
(5.1.1) Theorem. Let M  be a 3-connected binary matroid. Then M  has exactly 
three collinear non-essential elements if and only if M  is isomorphic to the cycle 
matroid of a graph in C/3 .
(5.1.2) Theorem. Let M  be a binary matroid. Then M  is a type-1 matroid if 
and only if M  is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a A;-dimensional wheel for some 
k >  3.
(5.1.3) Corollary. Let M  be a binary matroid. Then M  is a type-2 matroid if 
and only if M  is isomorphic to the cocycle matroid of a ^-dimensional wheel for 
some k > 3.
Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, and Corollary 5.1.3 characterize all binary matroids 
in cases (1 ), (2), and (3). It remains for us to characterize all type-3 binary
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matroids. Let M  be such a matroid with k fans. In Section 5.3, we will show that 
if k =  2, then M  is isomorphic to a twisted wheel; and if A; >  3, then M  can be 
constructed from a binary matroid in the class Mk- The next lemma shows that 
the unique binary matroid in Nk  is the matroid Jk which is represented over GF(2) 
by the matrix A  =  [Ik+i\D] where D  is
/  0 1 1 . . . 1  1 \
1 0 1 . . . 1  1
1 1 0 . . . 1  1
1 1 1 . . .0  1
V 1 1 1 . . . 1  1 /
(5.1.4) Lemma. Let M  be a binary matroid. Then M  E Nk  if and only if M  = Jk.
We shall prove Lemma 5.1.4 in Section 5.2. Next we describe how to construct 
a binary type-3 matroid starting from Jk- We label the elements of Jk as follows. 
If k is odd, then, starting from the first column of A = [/jt+i|£>], label the columns 
of A  as &!, 62, . . . ,  bk, x, cq, a2, ■ ■ -, a*, y- If k is even, then, in the above labelling, 
interchange a*, and bk- It is easy to check that (i) {ai ,a2, . . .  ,ajt,x} is a circuit; 
and (ii) {?/, a,-, &,} is a triangle and {x, a-i, 5,} is a triad for all i in {1 , 2 , . . . ,  k}.
For integers n\ >  n2 >  . . .  >  n*. >  0, following the procedure described in 
Section 4.1, we first attach M(>Vni+2) to the triangle {?/,«,-, bi} of Jk if u,- > 1, 
such that the a j s are rim elements; then we delete the rim elements a, for all 
such i's. We use n2, . . . ,  nk) to denote the resulting matroid. If nk > 0,
we attach all the wheels such that the rim elements in the above construction are 
ai, a2, . . . ,  afc_i, and bk- We get the matroid M2(ni, n2, . . . ,  n*). If n*. =  0, we let 
M2(ni, n2, .. •, nk) =  ra2, . . . ,  nk). The next theorem characterizes all type-3
binary matroids.
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(5.1.5) Theorem. Let M  be a binary matroid. Then M  is of type-3 if and only 
if M  is a twisted wheel, or M  = Mx(nx, rc2, . . . ,  n/t) or M2 (nx , n2, . . . ,  n*.) for some 
integers n\ > n, 2 > ■ ■ ■ > where k >  3. Moreover, M  =  Mx(nx, ri2 , . . .  n*) 
=  M2 (nx, «2 , • • •, «*) if and only if M  has at least one trivial fan.
The next corollary characterizes all 3-connected binary matroids whose set of 
non-essential elements has rank two. It is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.1.7,
5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.1.3 and 5.1.5.
(5.1.6) C orollary. Let M  be a 3-connected binary matroid other than a wheel. 
Then the set of non-essential elements has rank at least two. Moreover, this set has 
rank exactly two if and only if M  is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a graph in 
C/3 , or a i-dimensional wheel, M(W(t)) ,  or its dual, M*(W(t)),  for some t >  3, or 
a twisted wheel, or one of the matroids Mx(nx, ri2 , ■ ■ ■, nk) and M2 (rax, 77,2 , . . . ,  nk) 
for some n x > n2 > . . .  > n*. >  0 and k >3.
The following two results generalize the Wheels Theorem and characterize all 
simple 3-connected graphs whose set of non-essential edges has rank two or has 
exactly two edges.
(5.1.7) Corollary. Let G be a simple 3-connected graph other than a wheel. 
Then the set of non-essential edges has rank at least two. Moreover, this set has 
rank exactly two if and only if G is a fc-dimensional wheel for some k > 3, a twisted 
wheel, or a graph in the class Q3 .
(5.1.8) Corollary. Let G be a simple 3-connected graph other than a wheel. 
Then G has at least two non-essential edges. Moreover, G has exactly two such 
edges if and only if G is a ^-dimensional wheel for some k > 3 or a twisted wheel.
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5.2 Some P relim inaries
In this section, we will prove several lemmas which will be used in the proofs 
of our main theorems. First, we prove Lemma 5.1.4.
P ro o f  of Lem m a 5.1.4. First, we show that Jk G Nk,  that is, Jk is a type- 
3 matroid having k fans with each fan having exactly four elements. Label the 
elements of Jk as we did in Section 5.1. Then it is easy to see that {y, a2-,5,} is a 
triangle and {x, a,-, 6 ,-} is a triad for all * in {1,2, . . . ,  k}. Moreover, r( J*.) =  k +  1. 
By Lemma 4.2.3, Jk is 3-connected. Since y is in more than two triangles and 
Jk has at least eight elements, we conclude that Jk is not a wheel or a whirl. By 
Corollary 2.3.5, M  has at least two non-essential elements. But every element 
other than x  or y is in both a triangle and a triad and thus is essential. Moreover, 
x  is in some triads and y is in some triangles. Therefore, Jk is a type-3 matroid 
with x being contractible and y being deletable. It is easy to see that Jk has exactly 
k fans. We conclude that Jk € Nk-
Now we show that Jk is the unique binary member of Nk- Let M  be a binary 
matroid having two non-essential elements x  and y. By Theorem 4.1.1, E(M)  — 
{x, y} can be partitioned into two subsets {(q, (*2 , • • •, «*} and {&i, &2 > ■ • • > bk} such 
that
(I) {y,cii,bi} G C(M) for all i in {1,2, . . . ,  &};
(II) {an bi, G C(M)  for all i , j  such that 1 < i < j  < k;
(III) all other non-spanning circuits of M  have the form {x, d±, (I2 , - - ■, (4} where 
di G {ai,bi}.
Since r(M)  =  k +  1, for all i, the set D =  {x, dj, d2, . . . ,  dk} U { e j  contains a 
circuit of M,  where dj G {«, , 5, } for all j  and {rf,-,e,-} = {a,, b,}. Suppose D itself is
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a circuit. Then the symmetric difference DA{y,  a,-, 6 ,} =  {x,di,d,2 , . . .  ,
. . . ,<4} will be a disjoint union of circuits of M  as M  is binary. This is im­
possible since this symmetric difference has only one common element with the 
triad {x, a,, &,•}. Therefore, by relabelling if necessary, we may assume that the set 
{x, ai, «2 , . . . ,  «*;} is a circuit of M.  We will show that the non-spanning cir­
cuits of M  other than those listed under (I) and (II), are all sets of the form 
{x, di, d,2 , . . . ,  dk] where ri,- G {a,-, 6 ,} for all i and an even number of d,’s are 6 ,’s. 
It follows from this that there is at most one binary matroid in A4-
First, we show that {x, d\ , d2 , . . . ,  dk} is a circuit, where d( G {a,-, 4} for all i 
and an even number of d,’s are 6 ,-’s. Since { a r ,  ai,ei2 , . . . ,  a*.} G C ,  by symmetric 
difference with the circuit {a,-, 6;, a^, 6j}, we conclude that the set {.r, a\ , . . . ,  a,_i, 
6;,a,+i , . . . ,  Oj_i, 6j,a_j+i , . . .  ,a*,} is also a circuit. Repeating this procedure, it 
is easy to see that {x, d\, d2, . . . ,  dk} is a circuit if it contains even number of 
bi s. Therefore, we need only to show that M  has no other non-spanning circuits 
containing x. Such a circuit would be of the form {x ,di ,d2, . . .  ,f4} where di G 
{a;,4} and there are odd number of V s- Without loss of generality, we assume 
that Ci — {x ,b \ , . . .  ,bt, at+1, . . . , a*.} G C where t is odd. By the argument above, 
we conclude that C2 = {x ,b i , . . . ,  bt- i , a t . . . ,  is also a circuit of M.  Since M  is 
binary, we conclude that the symmetric difference C1AC2 =  {at,bt} also contains 
a circuit of M.  This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.4. □
The labelling of E(Jk)  was specified following the statement of Lemma 5.1.4. 
From the proof of that lemma, we deduce that all the non-spanning circuits of Jk 
are divided into three sets C1, C2 , and C3 , where
(I) C\ — { {?/, ft;, b{} . i — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  k },
(II) C2 -  {{a,-,bi,aj,bj} : 1 < i < j  < k}\ and
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(III)  C3 =  {{x, di,d2, .. ■, dk} : di G {a<,6 ,} for all i in { 1 , 2 , ,  k],  and there is 
an even number of bjs}.
From the above facts, we get the following result immediately.
(5.2.1) Corollary, (i) The permutation of E(Jk)  that maps an even number of 
V s to the corresponding a,-’s and fixes every other element is an automorphism of 
Jk- (ii) Any permutation 0  of {1,2, . . . ,  A:} induces an automorphism of E(Jk)  by 
fixing x and y and mapping a, and &,■ to and b ^ ,  respectively, for all i. □
The next lemma is a consequence of Theorem 4.1.3, Lemmas 4.2.1 and 5.1.4.
(5.2.2) Lemma. Let M  be a binary type-3 matroid having at least three fans. 
Then M  can be constructed from Jk by the method described in Section 4.1.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.3 and Lemma 4.2.1, M  can be constructed from a binary 
member of Afk by the method described in Section 4.1. But Jk is the unique binary 
matroid in A/*.. Thus Lemma 5.2.2 holds. □
(5.2.3) Lemma. Jk is not graphic when k > 3.
Proof. Clearly, Jk has a J 3-minor. Since J3/ x  = Ft, the Fano matroid, we 
conclude that Jk is not graphic. □
5.3 The Proofs
In this section, we will present the proofs of our main theorems. First, we as­
sume that M  is a binary matroid whose set of non-essential elements has rank 
two and consists only of deletable elements. By Theorem 3.1.3, M  is in the 
matroid class M .  Recall that a matroid in M. can be constructed by the fol­
lowing procedure. We begin with an n-point line L for some integer n > 3.
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Let N i , N 2 , . . . , N k  be a collection of wheels having rank at least three such that 
E ( L ) , E ( N \ ) , . . . ,  E(Nk)  are disjoint. Let A}, AJ>,. . . ,  A}, be triangles in N \ , N 2 , . . . ,  
Nk, respectively. Let Ai, A2 , . . . ,  A*, be triangles in L where these triangles are 
not necessarily disjoint. For each i in {1,2, . . . , / ;},  identify the elements of A' 
with the elements of A, in some order. Now construct the sequence of ma­
troids AQ,A\ , . . . ,Ak  as follows: let Ao = L; and, for all i in {1,2, . . . , / ;},  let 
A,  =  PAi(Ni,Ai-i).  Moreover, let Z  be a subset of E(L)  such that if k — 0, then 
\E(L) — Z\ > 4; if k = 1, then \E(L) — Z\ > 3; and if k > 1, then Z  satisfies the 
following two conditions:
(D I) if r(N{) > 4, then Z  avoids the set of spokes of jV}; and 
(D2) if r(A^) — 3, then Z  contains at most one element of N .
A matroid M  is in M  if and only if there is some matroid Ak and some set Z  
satisfying the above conditions such that M  = Ak\ Z.
(5.3.1) Lem m a. Let M  be a 3-connected binary matroid whose set of non-
essential elements has rank 2 and consists only of deletable elements. Then, in the
above construction, if we choose L  such that \E(L)\  is minimal, then \E(L)\ — 3.
P roof. First, we consider the case when M  has exactly three deletable elements 
x, y ,  and z. Then, by Theorem 3.1.2, { x , y , z }  C  E(L) .  If \E(L)\  > 3, then, since 
|E(L)\  is minimal, there is another element p such that p G Z  and p  is the rim 
element of some wheel N, in the construction described above. Moreover, by (D1) 
and (D2), Ni must use two of x, y ,  and z,  say x and y, as its spokes. By using 
Lemma 2.2.8, it is straightforward to deduce that the elements of E ( N ) \ p  form a 
chain of triangle and triad of M. By Theorem 2.1.9, M  = Pa( N,  Mi ) \ p ,  where 
A = { x , y , p } .  Moreover, Mi is isomorphic to a minor of M.  In M\,  { p , x , y }  is a
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triangle. Now it is easy to see that Mi\{x,  y, z,p]  =  C/2,4 - This is a contradiction 
since M  and thus M\  is binary.
Now we assume that M  has exactly two deletable elements, x and y. By 
Corollary 3.1.4, in the last step of the construction of M,  all but x  and y are 
deleted from E(L).  Moreover, x  and y are identified with spokes in all wheels 
which are attached to the line L. Suppose E(L)  contains at least four elements, 
x, y, zi, and 2 2 - We conclude that, for i =  1,2, the element 2 , must be the rim 
element of some wheel TV;- Now, by a similar argument to the one in the previous 
paragraph, we conclude that M  has a C/2,4-minor. This contradiction completes 
the proof. □
Next we prove our first two main theorems.
Proof o f Theorem 5.1.1. Clearly, if M  is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a 
graph in £ 3 , then M  has exactly three non-essential elements. It is also straight­
forward to check that all of three of these elements are deletable and collinear.
Next we prove that the converse is also true. Suppose that M  is a 3-connected 
binary matroid such that M  has exactly three collinear non-essential elements. 
By Lemma 5.3.1, M  can be constructed starting from a three-point line L, as 
described above. Therefore, there is some integer k and some matroid A/, such 
that M  — A i \Z  where A q =  L\ Z  C E(L); and Ai = Pa.(W i A - i ) ,  for all i in 
{1,2, . . . ,  k}. Since M  has exactly three non-essential elements and \E(L)\ = 3, by 
Theorem 3.1.2, \Z\ — 0. Thus M  — A^. Therefore, M  is constructed by attaching 
some wheels using generalized parallel connection to a triangle M(Ks).  Now, by 
induction on k and using Theorem 1.8.4, it is straightforward to deduce that M  is 
graphic and isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a graph in Q,\. □
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P ro o f  of T heorem  5.1.2. If M  is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a k- 
dimensional wheel for some k  >  3, then it is easy to see that M  has exactly two 
non-essential elements. Moreover, both of them are deletable but not contractible.
Next we prove the converse also holds. Let x  and y be the only non-essential 
elements of M.  By Corollary 3.1.4, M  can be constructed as follows: start from 
a line L containing x and y such that |E(L)\  is minimal. Then attach t wheels 
N\, N 2 1 . . . ,  N t to L by the method described at the beginning of this section. 
Denote the matroid we get by A t. Then delete all elements of L except x  and y. 
By Lemma 5.3.1, |i?(.L)| =  3. Suppose that E(L) = {x,y, z} .  Since M  has {x,y}  
as its set of non-essential elements, we conclude that M  — A t\z.  By Theorem
3.1.2, the matroid A t has exactly three non-essential elements and all of them are 
collinear. Thus, by Theorem 5.1.1, A t is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a graph 
in Gz- Note that the wheels N t are attached to L such that x and y are spokes of 
each wheel. We conclude that M  = A t\z  is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a 
t-dimensional wheel. Here t >  3 since M  is 3-connected and is not a wheel. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.2. □
Since a type-2 matroid is just the dual of a type-1 matroid, Corollary 5.1.3 
follows immediately from Theorem 5.1.2. Now we prove Theorem 5.1.5.
P ro o f  o f T heorem  5.1.5. If M =  Mi(nj , ri2 , . . . ,  n^) or M 2 (ni,ri2 , . . .  ,iik) for 
some k > 3 and n\ >  n2 > . . . , >  n*. >  0, then, by Theorem 4.1.3, M  is a type-3 
matroid. Moreover, by using Theorem 1.8.4, it is easy to see that M  is binary.
Now we prove that the converse is also true. Suppose that M  is a binary 
type-3 matroid with deletable element y and contractible element x . Suppose M  
has exactly k distinct fans T \ , T i , . . . , T k  having ??i,n2, . . . , internal spokes,
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respectively. If k =  2, then, by Lemma 4.2.5, M  is a twisted wheel, or M  has W3 
or Q§ as a minor. But neither W 3 nor Qq is binary. Thus M  is a twisted wheel. 
Therefore we may assume that k > 3. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
ni > n 2 > . . .  > nk > 0. Suppose M  has to fans without any internal spokes. By 
Lemma 5.2.2, we can construct M  from Jk by consecutively attaching wheels to 
the triangles of Jk and then deleting the rim elements, by the method described 
in Section 4.1. From now on, we will refer to attaching wheels and deleting the 
corresponding rim elements as just attaching fans. Next we consider how the 
matroid may vary when we attach fans to Jk in different ways. Suppose we attach 
t\ fans with at least one internal spoke using a ,’s as rim elements and t2 fans with 
at least one internal spoke using bf  s as rim elements. This will leave to fans with 
zero internal spokes in the resulting matroid where t x +  f2 =  k — t0.
By Lemma 5.2.1, Jk is totally unchanged if we rename an even number of 
a ,’s as bfs. Suppose t2 is even. Then we can swap all the bjs that are used as 
rim elements with the corresponding a ,’s to obtain the same matroid as the one 
obtained by attaching all fans such that the a ,’s are rim elements. Now suppose 
t 2 is odd. Then we swap all but one of the bjs that is used as a rim element 
with the corresponding a*. Therefore the matroid obtained is the same as the one 
obtained by attaching t\ + 12 — 1 fans with at least one internal spoke using afs  
as rim elements and exactly one fan with at least one internal spoke using bj as 
a rim element for some j .  Therefore, there are at most two non-isomorphic such 
matroids.
We now divide the rest of the proof into two cases: (i) to > 0 and (ii) tq = 0.
In case (i), by the above discussion, if t2 is even, then M  = n2, . . . ,  iik) =
M2(ni, n 2 , . . . ,  nk). If t2 is odd, we can assume that t2 — 1. Now we can use a fan
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with zero internal spokes to relabel Jk and we will get a matroid isomorphic to 
M i(ni, n2 , • • •, n ^ .  Therefore, no matter how we attach the fans, we will get only 
one matroid. Thus, in this case, M  = My(ny,n2, . . . , nk) — M 2 (n,y, ri2, •. •, nk).
In case (ii), to =  0. Then either we attach the fans such that all a*’s are 
rim elements and thus get a matroid isomorphic to My { n , y , n 2 , • ■ • , n k),  or we 
attach the fans using ay,  a 2, . . . ,  ctfc_i, bk as rim elements and get a matroid iso­
morphic to M 2(ny,  n 2 , . . . ,  n k ).  Next we complete the proof by showing that 
M \ ( ? i i , n 2, . . .  ,Uk)  ^  M 2 ( n y , n 2, . . .  , nk ) .  From now on, we will abbreviate these 
two matroids as Mi and M2. Assume that (p is an isomorphism between Mi and 
M2. By Theorem 2.1.7, every essential element of M \  and M2 is in a unique type-3 
fan. Thus every essential element is in at most two triangles and two triads. In 
Mi and M2, y is the only element in more than two triangles and x is the only ele­
ment in more than two triads. Thus the isomorphism must fix these two elements. 
Moreover, because every fan in each matroid has at least one internal spoke, there 
is an ordering on the elements of each fan which is determined as follows: suppose 
we have a fan with links {y0, %o, Vi], {^o, Vu ^l}, {j/i, x u y2) -Eli, Vn + 1 , •£« +1 } ,
where yo = y and x n + 1  =  x. Then this fan has an ordering ?/o, -A), y\ , .x'i, y2, ■ • • , xn, 
yn, x n+1- Under the map </?, a fan in Mi must map to a fan in M2, and the 
ordering on the elements must be preserved. In particular, the set of critical 
elements must be preserved. The set of critical elements of Mi and M2 are 
D \  -  { b i , b 2 , . . .  , b k - i , b k }  and D 2 =  { b i: b2 , . . . ,  bk- u  n * } ,  respectively. There­
fore ip {x , bi ,  b2, . . . ,  bk- i , b k } =  {x , bu b2 , . . . ,  bk~ i , a k }.  Now if k is even, then Dy  
is a circuit of My ,  but D 2 is not a circuit of M2; and if k  is odd, then Dy  is not a 
circuit of M y ,  but D 2 is a circuit of M2. In either case, we get a contradiction. □
By combining Theorem 2.1.7 with (5.1.1)—(5.1.5), we get Corollary 5.1.6 
immediately. Next we prove Corollaries 5.1.7 and 5.1.8.
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Proof of Corollaries 5.1.7 and 5.1.8. Note that W(k)  is not planar for k > 3.
Therefore W*(k) is not graphic. Moreover, by Lemma 5.2.3, Jk is not graphic. 
Therefore ri2 , . . . ,  nk) and M 2 (ni,ri2 , . . .  ,rik) are not graphic since both
matroids have Jk as a minor. Corollaries 5.1.7 and 5.1.8 now follow immediately 
from Corollary 5.1.6. □
C hapter 6 
C ontractib le and V ertica lly  C ontractib le  
E lem ents
6.1 In tro d u c tio n
In this chapter, we will apply one of our two structural theorems for 3-connected 
matroids (2.1.7) to study contractible and vertically contractible elements in such 
matroids. In particular, we obtain best-possible lower bounds on the number of 
vertically contractible elements in a 3-connected matroid. We also get several 
generalizations of the Wheels and Whirls Theorem and the Wheels Theorem. The 
first section will contain the statements of the main theorems. In Section 6.2, we 
will prove some preliminaries, and finally, in Section 6.3, we will prove the main 
theorems.
Cunningham [16] derived a lower bound on the number of vertically contractible 
elements in 3-connected matroids. He proved a result which is equivalent to the 
following theorem. This result was also proved independently by Seymour [44],
(6.1.1) T heorem . Let M  be a 3-connected matroid with at least one element. 
Then M  contains at least one vertically contractible element.
A number of papers have studied the number of contractible edges in 3-connected 
graphs (see, for example, [5], [6 ], [17], [18]). The following theorem was proved by 
Egawa et al. [18].
(6.1.2) T heorem . If G is a 3-connected graph without triangles, then G has at 
least |V(G)| + |  contractible edges provided |V(G)| >  9.
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First, let us consider contractible elements. Our first theorem generalizes the 
Wheels and Whirls Theorem.
(6.1.3) T heorem . Let M  be a 3-connected matroid such that every element that 
is contained in a triangle is essential. Suppose that, for some largest circuit C of 
M, every element of C is essential. Then M  is isomorphic to a wheel or a whirl.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of this theorem.
(6.1.4) C orollary. Let M  be a minimally 3-connected matroid which is not a 
wheel or a whirl. Then every largest circuit of M  contains at least one contractible 
element.
The next result, a direct consequence of Corollary 6.1.4, generalizes the Wheels 
Theorem.
(6.1.5) C orollary. Let G be a minimally 3-connected graph other than a wheel. 
Then every longest cycle of G contains at least one edge e such that G/e  is both 
simple and 3-connected.
The following theorem is an analogue of Theorem 6.1.2.
(6.1.6) T heorem . Let M  be a 3-connected matroid without triangles. Then M  
contains at least r(M)  contractible elements. If M  is minimally 3-connected with­
out triangles, then M  contains at least max{r(M),r*(M)}  contractible elements.
The next theorem bounds the number of vertically contractible elements in a 3- 
connected matroid. Before we state the theorem, we first define a class of matroids
m 3.
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(6.1.7) Exam ple. For some integer k > 3, we take a /r-dimensional wheel W(k)  
such that every fan has exactly one internal spoke. Denote the two deletable edges 
by x  and y. Add a new edge to W(k)  such that {x,y,  z} is a triangle. Then take 
the dual matroid of the resulting graph. A matroid is in Ad3 if and only if it can 
be constructed in this way.
It is easy to check that every matroid in M 3 is minimally 3-connected and 
has exactly three vertically contractible elements. These three elements are also 
contractible.
(6.1.8) T heorem . Let M  be a minimally 3-connected matroid with at least four 
elements. Then M  has at least maa:{2|i?(M)|/3 — r(M)  + 2,3} vertically con­
tractible elements. Moreover, M  has exactly three vertically contractible elements 
if and only if M  is isomorphic to a matroid in Ad3 -
(6.1.9) Corollary. Every 3-connected matroid with at least three elements con­
tains at least three vertically contractible elements.
Corollary 6.1.9 strengthens Theorem 6.1.1. In Section 6.3, we will also prove 
that every triad contains a vertically contractible element, thereby strengthening 
a result of Halin [20] for 3-connected graphs.
6 . 2  Som e P relim inaries
In this section, we shall present several results that will be used in the proofs 
of the main theorems. The first of these is a corollary of Theorem 2.1.7.
(6.2.1) C orollary. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid such that every element in a 
triangle is essential and M  is not a wheel or a whirl. Then every essential element
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is in a type-2 fan. Moreover, this fan is unique unless one of the following two 
statements holds:
(a) every fan containing e consists of a single triad and any two such triads meet
in {e};
(b) e is in exactly three type- 2  fans, each has five elements, together they contain
a total of six elements; and the restriction of M* to this set of six elements 
is isomorphic to M ( K 4).
Moreover, if (b) holds, then there are exactly three essential and three contractible 
elements in this six-element set.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1.7, every essential element e is in a type-1, a type-2, or a 
type-3 fan. The ends of a type-1 or type-3 fan are non-essential and are in triangles. 
But every element of M  that is in a triangle is essential. Therefore there is no type-1 
or type-3 fan. Thus e must be in a type-2 fan T.  By Theorem 2.1.7 again, if e is not 
in a unique fan, then either (a) or (b) holds. In the latter case, let {a, b, c, x, y, z j  
be the union of the three fans containing e where E^J7) — {a, b, c, x , y } and x  and y 
are the ends of T .  Evidently, a, b, and c are essential and x  and y are non-essential. 
Moreover, {a, b, c} is a triangle of T .  We shall show the element 2  is non-essential. 
This is certainly true if z  is an end of one of the three fans containing e. Hence, 
we may assume that 2  is not an end of such a fan. Thus, in the fan containing 2 , 
one of {a, b, 2 }, {a, c, z}, or {b, c, z} is a triangle. But {a, 6 , c} is also a triangle, so 
M\{a,b,c,  z} =  t / 2 , 4 ,  a contradiction. □
Note that for all minimally 3-connected matroids, every element in a triangle 
is essential. Hence, provided it is not a wheel or a whirl, the last lemma can be 
applied to such a matroid.
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(6.2.2) Lemma. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid which is not a wheel or a whirl. 
Suppose that every element that is in a triangle is essential. If there is a circuit C 
of M  such that all elements in C are essential, then there is a fan T  with at least 
five elements such that C is a circuit of M\(E{T)  — {x , y}) where x  and y are the 
ends of T .
P roof. Let e be an element of C. By Lemma 6.2.1, e is in some type-2 fan T . If T  
has exactly three elements, then these three elements are e and the two ends, both 
of which are contractible. Thus, by orthogonality, the circuit C contains a non- 
essential element; a contradiction. Therefore, the fan T  has at least five elements 
and its ends, x  and y , are non-essential. Noting that x  and y are not in C, and 
that M\{E(T)  — {x, y}) is graphic by Theorem 2.1.9, we deduce, by repeatedly 
applying orthogonality, that C  is totally contained in E{T)  — {x , y } and hence is 
a circuit of M\{E(T)  — {x, y}). □
The following result was proved by Lemos [23].
(6.2.3) Lemma. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid with at least four elements 
and let C be a circuit of M.  If, for every element e in C, the matroid M \ e  is not 
3-connected, then C meets at least two distinct triads of M.
The next two lemmas discuss vertically deletable elements, the dual of vertically 
contractible elements. Note that e is a vertically deletable element of M  if and 
only if it is a vertically contractible element of M*.
(6.2.4) Lemma. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid which is not a wheel or a 
whirl. Suppose that T  is a type-1 fan with at least two internal spokes. Then 
every internal spoke is vertically deletable.
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P roof. Suppose that e is an internal spoke of the fan T.  Then M /e has a
2-cocircuit since the fan T  has at least two internal spokes. Thus M /e is not




(6.2.5) Lem m a. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid other than a wheel or a 
whirl. Suppose that J 7 is a type-1 fan with exactly one internal spoke e. If e 
is not vertically deletable, then there is a deletable element z ^ E{T)  such that 
M\(E{T)  U z) =  M ( / v 4 ) .  Therefore, M has at least three deletable elements.
P roof. Suppose E(E)  =  {e, f , g , x , y } ,  where x  and y  are the ends of T . Suppose 
that {e , f , x} , {e ,g , y}  are triangles, while {e,/ ,  g) is a triad of M, as shown in 
Figure 6.1. By Lemma 2.3.4, {e, / ,  g} is the unique triad containing e. Therefore 
M \e  =  M\e/g .  As M \ e  is not 3-connected, there is a 2-separation {JYi,Vi} of 
M\e /g .  Therefore, there are two subsets X\  and Y\ of E(M)  — {e,g}, such that
rM\e/g(X\)  +  rM\e/g(Yi) = r(M\e/g)  +  1, (1)
where X\  U Y\ = E(M)  — {e,g},  and |JAi|, |Ti| >  2. If min{\X\\ ,  |Ti|} >  3, then, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that |Xi H {/, x, y}| >  2. Since {/, .r, y} 
is a triangle of M\e/g ,  it follows that {X\  U {/, x, y }, Y\ — {/, x, y] } is a 2-separation
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of M\e/g .  Hence we may assume that { / ,  x, y} C X\.  From (1), we get
rM( Xx U g) -h rM(Yi U g) = r(M)  -f 2, (2)
therefore,
rM( X i U g U e) +  rM(Yi U g) =  r(M)  +  2. (3)
But rM(Yi Ug) =  r(Fx) + 1  since {e, / }  D Yi = 0  and {e, f ,g}  is a triad of M.  Thus 
we get
This contradicts the fact that M  is 3-connected. Therefore, we may assume that 
min{\Xi \ , |Yi|} =  2. Suppose that |Yi| =  2. Since M \ e / g  is cosimple, we deduce 
that Y\ Ug is a triangle T  of M.  Then, by orthogonality, since e ^ Y\, we conclude 
that f  E T .  Let T  = {f , g , z}.  Now it is easy to see that M\(E(E)  U z) = M ( K 4). 
Now, if z is not deletable, then it must be essential. Thus e is in more than one 
fan. But it is straightforward to see that 2  must be deletable from the dual of 
Corollary 6.2.1. This contradiction completes the proof. □
6.3 The Proofs
*
In this section, we shall prove our main theorems.
P ro o f  of T heorem  6.1.3. Assume that M  is not a wheel or a whirl. Then, by 
Lemma 6.2.2, the circuit C is in some type-2 fan T . Suppose E{T)  =  {eo,et , . . . ,  
Cfc+i, / i ,  A,  ■ • •, A-+i} f°r some k exceeding one and let {e,-, ei+1, f i+l} be a triad 
for all i in {0 , 1 , . . . ,  k}, and {fij, fj,  f)+i } be a triangle for all j  in {1 , 2 , . .  . ,k}.  
The ends of T  are cq =  x  and e^+i = y. Thus neither x  nor y is in any triangles. 
Therefore all circuits containing x  have at least four elements. We conclude that 
\C\ > 4 and thus k > 2. Since M\(E(JF) — {x, y}) is graphic, it is straightforward to
rM( X i U g U e) + r M(Yi) =  r(M)  +  1. (4)
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check that M\(E(F)  — {x , y}) has a unique largest circuit { /i, e1: e2, . . . ,  ek, fk+i}- 
Therefore C = { / i ,e l 7e2, .. . , e k,fk+1}-
Next we prove that X  =  {x, ei, e2, . . . ,  ek, /t+ i} is not a circuit of M.  Other­
wise, by using the strong circuit elimination axiom for the circuits C and X  with 
common element ei, we deduce that the set (C U X )  — e\= {x, / i ,  e2, . . . ,  ek, fk+i} 
contains a circuit of M  containing x. By orthogonality, we deduce that {a:,/i} 
contains a circuit; a contradiction. Now we prove the following:
(6.3.1) Lem m a. {:r,ei,e2, . . .  ,ek,y} £ C(M).
P roof. Since M  is connected, there is a circuit C\ containing both x  and f\.  
First we prove that \C\ fl E(T)\  > 3. Otherwise, by the strong circuit elimina­
tion axiom for the circuits C  and C\ with common element f i ,  there is a cir­
cuit C2 of M  containing x such that C2 C (C U C\) — f\ .  By orthogonality, 
{x,ei ,  e2, . . . ,  efc, fk+i} Q C2. Now, since \C\ = k  + 2 < |C2| <  |C|, we conclude 
that C2 =  X  — {x, ei, e2, . . . ,  ek, fk+i}- This is a contradiction by the previous 
paragraph. Next we show that e\ £ C\. Otherwise, since f i  6  C\, by 
orthogonality, we deduce that {a:, / i ,  e\, e2, . . . ,  e*., e^+i} C C2; a contradiction 
since this set has more elements that C.
Now let i = min{ j  > 2 : e, or f j  £ C\}.  Note that such an i exists as 
\C\ fl > 3. By orthogonality, either (i) C\ fl E{T) = {x,y,  f i ,  f k+1}, or (ii)
C\ D E(T)  =  {x,y,  / i ,  . . . ,  ek}. In the former case, by using the strong
circuit elimination axiom for the circuits C and C\ with the common element / i ,  we 
deduce that there is acircuit C3 such that x £ C3 C (CUCi) — f\ .  By orthogonality 
again, we conclude that {x ,e i , e2, . . .  ,ek,y} C C3 or {a;,e!,e2, . . .  ,ek, f k+1} Q C3 . 
By the maximality of |C|, we conclude that C3 =  {x, e\, e2, . . . ,  e ,̂ y} or C3 =
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X  =  {x, ei, e2 , . . . , ejt,/fc+i}. Since X  is not a circuit, we deduce that {x,ei ,e2,
. . .  ,ek,y} £ C(M).  In case (ii), by using the strong circuit elimination axiom for 
the circuits C and {/,, e,-, e,-+i,. . . ,  e/c, /fc+i} with common element fi, we deduce 
that there is a circuit C4, such that x £ C4 C (C U {fi, e,-, e^+i,. . . ,  e*., fh+i}) — /i- 
By orthogonality again, we conclude that C4 fl E(T)  =  {x ,/i}  or {x, f i ,  fk+i, y}- 
By the above argument, the former cannot occur. Thus C4D£'(jF) — {x, f i ,  ,fk+1 , y}■ 
By case (i), we conclude that {x, e4, e2, . . . ,  e*., y} £ C(M).  □
From Lemma 6.3.1, we deduce that the set B  =  {x, f \ , / 2, . . . ,  fk+i} is spanning 
in M|.El(.7r). By orthogonality, noting that M  has no circuit of size less than 
three, we deduce that B  is also independent. Therefore, r ( E ( T )) = k +  2. But 
r*(E(E)) < k  + 2. Thus
r{E{E))  +  r*(E(E)) -  \E{T)\ < {k + 2 ) +  {k +  2 ) -  (2 k +  3) = 1 .
Since M  is 3-connected, we conclude that E(M)  — E(E)  contains at most one 
element. As M  is not a wheel or a whirl and M  is 3-connected, M  has at least 
two fans. Therefore there is a unique element z which is not in E(T) .  Clearly, B  
is a basis of M.  By orthogonality, the fundamental circuit of z with respect to B  
is in the set {x, f i , z } .  Therefore {x, f \ , z }  is a triangle as M  is 3-connected. This 
is a contradiction because x  is contractible. This completes the proof of Theorem 
6.1.3. □
Since every element that is in a triangle in a minimally 3-connected matroid 
or graph is essential, Corollaries 6.1.4 and 6.1.5 are immediate consequences of 
Theorem 6.1.3. The Wheels and Whirls Theorem asserts that any minimally 3- 
connected matroid M  other than a wheel or a whirl has a contractible element. 
In Chapter 2, we strengthened this by showing that any such matroid M  has at 
least two contractible elements. The last corollary shows that the contractible
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elements in such a matroid are arranged so that every largest circuit contains such 
an element.
Theorem 6.1.6 assets that, for 3-connected matroids without triangles, we can 
say more about the number of contractible elements.
P ro o f  o f T heorem  6.1.6. Let X  = {e € E(M)  : M *\e is not 3-connected}. 
The set X  is independent in M*, otherwise, by Lemma 6.2.3, the set X  intersects 
at least two triads of M*; a contradiction since M  has no triangles. Therefore 
|X | <  r*(M).  Since E(M)  — X  is the set of contractible elements of M, the 
number of such elements of M  is at least \E(M)\  — r*(M), that is, this number is 
at least r(M).
Suppose that M  is a minimally 3-connected matroid without triangles. By 
Lemma 6.2.2, if M  has a circuit C  in which every element in C  is essential, then 
C is in some type-2 fan with at least five elements. But M  has no triangles, so M  
has no such type-2 fan; a contradiction. Thus M  has at least r*(M) contractible 
elements since every circuit contains a contractible element. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 6.1.6. □
The next proposition generalizes the corresponding result for 3-connected graphs 
due to Halin [20].
(6.3.2) P roposition . Every triad in a 3-connected matroid contains a vertically 
contractible element.
P roof. Suppose T* = {a,b, c} is a triad of a 3-connccted matroid M.  If there 
is an element e G {a,b,c} such that M /e is 3-connected, the proposition holds. 
Thus we may assume that M / a , M / b , and M j c  are not 3-connected. By the dual
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of Tutte’s Triangle Lemma, there is a triangle T  containing a and exactly one of b 
and c. Suppose T  — {a, b, d}. Now it follows immediately from Lemma 2.4.2 that 
M/c  is 3-connected. □
Next we prove the last main theorem of this chapter.
P ro o f  of T heorem  6 .1 .8 . If M  is a wheel or a whirl, or if \ E ( M ) \  <  5, it is easy 
to check that the theorem holds. Thus we may assume that \ E ( M ) \  > 6  and M  is 
not a wheel or a whirl.
Let X  = {e G E ( M )  : M / e  is 3-connected}. We first prove that |X | > 3. If M  
has at least three contractible elements, then |X | > 3, since a contractible element 
is also vertically contractible. Therefore, since M  is not a wheel or a whirl, by 
Corollary 2.3.5, we may assume that M  has exactly two contractible elements, x  
and y. From now on, we will consider M y  — M * .  We need only show that M y  
has at least three vertically deletable elements. By Theorem 2.1.7, every essential 
element of M y  is in a type-1 fan with ends x  and y. By using Lemma 2.2.4, we 
conclude that there is at least one fan of M y ,  say T ,  having at least one internal 
spoke. If T  has at least two internal spokes, then, by Lemma 6.2.4, M y  has at least 
four vertically deletable elements including the two ends and the internal spokes. 
Therefore M \  has at least three vertically deletable elements. Thus we may assume 
that T  has only one internal spoke. In this case, we get the result from Lemma 
6.2.5 directly.
By the dual of Lemma 6.2.1, each essential element of M y  is in a type-1 fan 
with two deletable elements of My  as its ends. Clearly, X  =  {e € E ( M y )  : M y \ e  
is 3-connected}. Let Y  = { e  : M y \ e  is 3-connected}. We define Z  to be the set of 
elements e of E ( M y )  that satisfy one of the following conditions:
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(i) e is an internal spoke of a fan that has at least two internal spokes; or
(ii) e is the internal spoke of a fan with exactly one internal spoke and e is in a
unique fan; or
(iii) e is in exactly three fans.
Moreover, in case (iii), every essential element in these fans could be viewed as 
an internal spoke. In that case, by the dual of Lemma 6.2.1, there are exactly 
three essential elements in these three fans. Only one essential element of these 
six elements will be put in Z.
Clearly, Y  C  X.  Now we prove that V  U Z  spans Mi.  If an element e is not 
in any fan, then e is not essential. Thus, as M  is minimally 3-connected, M i\e  is 
3-connected. Therefore e is in Y.  Moreover, if e is an end of a fan, then it is also 
in Y . By the definition of Z , every rim element in a fan is spanned by Y  U Z.  We 
conclude that Y  U Z  spans M j.
Case 1. Suppose Z C. X .  Then Y  U Z  C X .  Since Y  U Z  is spanning in Mi,  we 
have
\X\ > \ Y U Z \ > r ( M i )  = r*(M) 
=  \E(M)\ — r(M)  
> 2 \ E ( M ) \ / 3 - r ( M )  + 2.
Case 2 . Suppose Z  % X .  Then, by Lemmas 6.2.4 and 6.2.5, there is an element 
e G Z,  where e in an internal spoke of a fan with exactly five elements, such that 
e ^ X .  By Lemma 6.2.5, Mi  has three collinear deletable elements.
In the set Z , suppose there are exactly t elements which are the internal spokes 
of a fan with exactly five elements. Let {A/i,A/2 , . . .  ,A//} be a set of fans of Mi
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such that (a) each fan has exactly one internal spoke; (b) A/i contains an element 
of Z  for all i in {1,2, . . . ,  t}; and (c) any two distinct such fans have at most two 
common elements, and these common elements are non-essential. We now prove 
the following:
(6.3.3) Lemma. \ E ( M \ ) \  >  3 t  +  3.
Evidently, |f?(A/i)| =  5 for all i. Moreover, every fan A/i has exactly three 
essential elements. By the choice of these fans, | \Ji=i ^(-A/i) | contains at least 31 
essential elements. Since M \  has at least three deletable elements, we conclude 
that Lemma 6.3.3 holds. □
From Lemma 6.3.3, we get
« < ( | £ ( M ) | - 3 ) / 3
By the definition of Z,  we deduce that, in the set Y U Z,  there are exactly t  elements 
which are the internal spokes of a fan with exactly five elements. Therefore, there 
are at most t  elements in Z  which are not vertically deletable in M \ .  Thus, 
|X | > \Y U Z\ — t .  Moreover, Y  U Z  is both spanning and dependent in M \ .  
We conclude that
| * |  >  r * ( M )  +  l - t  
> \ E ( M ) \  — r ( M )  +  1 —  ( \ E ( M ) \  — 3)/3 
=  2 \ E ( M ) \ / 3 - r ( M )  +  2.
This completes the proof of the first part.
Now suppose that M  has exactly three vertically contractible elements. Then 
M  is not a wheel or a whirl, as a wheel or a whirl has more than three vertically 
contractible elements. Therefore, by Corollary 2.3.5 again, M\  =  M* has at least
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two deletable elements, say x  and y. Next we prove that M\  has exactly three 
deletable elements. By Lemma 6.2.4, if there is a type-1 fan of M\  having more 
than one internal spoke, then M\  has more than three vertically deletable elements. 
It follows that M  has more than three vertically contractible elements; a contra­
diction. Therefore each fan of M\  has exactly one internal spoke. If M\  has exactly 
two deletable elements, then, by the dual of Lemma 6.2.1, every essential element 
is in a unique type-1 fan of M\  with ends x  and y. Since M\  is 3-connected, it has 
at least two fans. By Lemma 6.2.5, we deduce that each internal spoke in a fan is 
vertically deletable in M\.  Therefore, M\  has at least four deletable elements; a 
contradiction.
By the above proof, there are exactly three deletable elements x,y,  and 2 . By 
Lemma 6.2.5 again, since M\  has exactly three vertically deletable elements, it is 
straightforward to deduce that {x, y, z} forms a triangle. Therefore, there is some 
integer t exceeding one and t type-1  fans ,Mz , . . .  ,A/*f, each fan having ends in 
the set {x, y, z} and having one internal spoke; and
(1) E(M)  = U,-=i E{Ni) U {x, y, 2 };
(2 ) \E(Afi) D E(Afj)\ <  2  for all i ±  j  where i , j  € {1, 2 , . . . ,  and
(3) {x,y, z})  **
It is now routine to check, by induction on t and using (2.1.9) and (1.8.4), that Mi 
is actually graphic and can indeed be derived by adding an edge to a t-diinensional 
wheel in which every fan of which has only one internal spoke. This completes the 
proof of our theorem. □
P ro o f  of C orollary  6.1.9. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid with at least three 
elements. Then M  has a restriction M\  which is minimally 3-connected and has
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the same rank as M.  If r(M ) =  1, then M  =  t/1,3 . If r(M)  =  2, then Mi  =  1/2,3 - 
In both cases, the corollary holds. Thus we may assume that M\  has at least four 
elements. By Theorem 6.1.8, M\  has at least three vertically contractible elements. 
But every such element is also vertically contractible in M.  This completes the 
proof of our result. □
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A ppendix: 
Index  o f  D efin itions
A
attaching fans ... 1 0 2  
B
base ... 2  
binary ... 1 2  
bond ... 5 
bond matroid ... 5
C
chain ... 19 
circuits ... 1 
closed ... 2  
closure ... 2  
cobases ... 3 
cocircuits ... 3 
cocycle ... 5 
cocycle matroid ... 5 
cographic ... 5 
cohyperplanes ... 3 
coloop ... 3 
components ... 5 
connected ... 5
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connectivity ... 6  
contractible ... 11  
contraction ... 4 
cosimplify ... 8  
critical element ... 82 
cycle matroid ... 5 
cut-edge ... 5
D
deletable ... 11  
deletion ... 4 
direct sum ... 14 
dual matroid ... 3
E
edge cut ... 5 
ends ... 2 1
elements of a fan ... 2 0  
essential ... 1 0  
exact ^-separation ... 6
F
fan ... 2 0  
flat ... 2
F-representable ... 12  
fundamental circuit ... 2
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G
generalized parallel connection ... 15 
graphic ... 5
H 
hub ... 1 0
hyperplane ... 2
I
independent ... 1 
internal spokes ... 2 2
I<
^-connected ... 6  
fc-dimensional wheel ... 92 
/^-separation ... 6
L




minimally ^-connected ... 7 
minor ... 4 
modular flat ... 15
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modular pair of flats ... 15 
N
n-connected ... 6
non-trivial parallel class ... 1
O
orthogonality ... 3 
P
parallel class ... 1 
parallel connection ... 14 
parallel elements ... 1 
proper minor ... 4
R
rank ... 2  
regular ... 1 2  
representable ... 1 2  
rim ... 1 0
root matroid ... 58, 69 
S
series class ... 3 
series connection ... 14 
simple ... 1
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simplify ... 8 
spans ... 2  
spoke ... 1 0
T
ternary ... 1 2
3-sum ... 16 
triad ... 3 
triangle ... 1 
trivial fan ... 2 2  
twisted wheel ... 71 
type-1  fan ... 2 2  
type-1 matroid ... 57 
type- 2  fan ... 2 2  
type-2 matroid ... 57 
type-3 fan ... 22 
type-3 matroid ... 57
u
uniform matroid ... 13
V
vertically contractible ... 11  
vertically deletable ... 11  
vertically ^-separated ... 9 
vertically n-connected ... 1 0
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W
wheel ... 1 0  
whirl ... 1 0
V ita
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